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AreA PArtnershiP for economic exPAnsion
the Area Partnership for economic expansion (APex) is the private-sector led business development engine for 
northeast minnesota and northwest Wisconsin. our investor-members represent some of the most influential companies 
in the region, with a collaborative approach to promoting sustainable economic growth.

the APex mission is to leverage private sector resources to drive investment throughout the region. our three-pronged 
focus involves the retention and expansion of businesses that are crucial to the local economy, while simultaneously 
working to attract new businesses that are compatible with the region’s core strengths and capabilities. We prepare 
the compelling business case which cost justifies the decision to locate, expand or stay in the region. 

this results-driven approach to business and economic development combines the right people, the right resources and the 
right attitude to help your business grow.
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executive summAry
Northeast MN and Northwest WI offer outstanding opportunities for growth and profitability. Our competitive 
advantages match the region’s rich natural beauty and strategic site options. 

• cost-competitive, reliable Power: Prices for electrical power in our region are among the most competitive in the 
nation. local providers like minnesota Power, an Allete company, and Great river energy specialize in meeting the needs 
of large power customers that operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

• Advanced telecommunications: businesses in the region can count on global connectivity through numerous network 
Access Points due to our robust infrastructure that includes fiber optics and a redundant sonet network.

• insulation from natural disasters: the region has none of the catastrophic weather or seismological activity that 
might otherwise threaten to disrupt business. the region is free of earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes. An average 
annual temperature of approximately 39°f keeps cooling costs low resulting in over 7,000 hours of free cooling.

• Productive, loyal Workforce: Absenteeism is low, wage rates are competitive, and local employers and state agencies 
report annual turnover rates of less than 2%. compared to the united states, on average, the median technology worker 
wage is 20% less in Duluth. 

• Ability to recruit and retain Qualified Employees: our attractive urban communities are surrounded by world-
renowned natural amenities, helping our region ensure your ability to recruit and retain talented and creative employees 
from around the globe. Duluth has been ranked north America’s #1 “Adventure hub”  and runner-up “best Adventure hub in 
the World” by outside magazine.

• outstanding Academic institutions: the region is home to 13 
post-secondary academic institutions, including the university of 
minnesota Duluth, the college of st. scholastica, the university 
of Wisconsin superior, lake superior college, and the  Wisconsin 
indianhead technical college. these five schools are all located within 
five miles of downtown Duluth/superior and have a combined annual 
enrollment of roughly 23,000 students, including professionals in 
technology-based courses and mbA programs offered at both the 
umD labovitz school of business and the college of st. scholastica.

• Access to Major Metropolitan Areas: Duluth is an easy two-hour 
commute from the twin cities via the well maintained i-35 corridor, and 
the Duluth international Airport offers round-trip scheduled service 
to 5 major hubs: chicago, Detroit, minneapolis, orlando and las vegas.  
And, as a Port of call, Duluth has an international flair and offers small 
ship cruise service to major Great lakes cities.   

• World-class Amenities: two leading-edge hospital systems, a variety of arts and entertainment offerings, a low cost-of-
living and some of the shortest commutes in the nation allow the citizens of the region to enjoy an unparalleled quality of life.

comPetitive  eDGe
Position your next Data 
center on the competitive 
edge of the Great lakes;  
partner with APex to 
enhance your organization’s 
success.
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reGionAl overvieW

the Duluth-superior metropolitan statistical Area (msA) has a combined population of about 274,000,and represents the 
economic heart of northeast minnesota’s Arrowhead region.  located between the canadian border and minneapolis-st. 
Paul, this region serves as a shipping, commercial and manufacturing epicenter. the Port of Duluth-superior has a unique 
status as the international seaport on the southwestern tip of lake superior providing access to the shipping lanes of the 
world via the st. lawrence seaway.

natural resource-based industries such as iron and timber remain active components of the regional economy, however, the 
area has also benefited from significant growth among a cluster of employers in the manufacturing, metal fabrication, clean 
energy technology, aerospace, telecommunications, education and healthcare sectors.

the region is home to an educated and highly motivated workforce with strong productivity ratings. Approximately 92% of 
the population age 25 and older are high school graduates and 33% have post-secondary degrees.  

the Duluth-superior msA also serves as a major tourist destination, making tourism one of the region’s most vibrant 
economic sectors. recently, millions of dollars in infrastructure improvements were invested in local attractions, including 
canal Park, the Great lakes Aquarium, Duluth entertainment and convention center and the Amsoil Arena. the region is the 
gateway to the great outdoors and the beautiful lake country of the north including the scenic north shore of lake superior, 
the idyllic treasures of the boundary Waters canoe Area Wilderness and the Apostle islands. these treasures draw visitors 
from around the world.

Additional highlights include an international airport, strategically located along major great circle routes from Asia and 
europe; a top-rated convention center; two world-class healthcare systems; outstanding cultural and recreational amenities; 
and a wide variety of first-rate historic and tourist attractions.

economic opportunities abound in northeast minnesota and northwest Wisconsin. there is an estimated regional total of $9 
billion in annual consumer spending and a planned expenditure of approximately $5 billion in new major capital investments 
under consideration by industries and organizations across the region.
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Key industries

We benefit from a diverse economy with an effective balance of traditional and 
emerging industry clusters including:

•     IT / Data Centers

•     Next Generation Forest Products

•     Clean Energy  &  Biofuels

•     Healthcare / Biotech

•     Mining & Metallurgy      

•     Precision Machining & Manufacturing

•     Heavy Fabrication, Castings & Steel Production

•     Aerospace / Aviation Manufacturing

•     Education / R&D     

•     Call Centers / Back Office   

•     Tourism & Hospitality

employer primary ftes primary Line of Business

essentiA heAlth* Duluth 5341 Offices of Physicians, General Medical & Surgical Hospitals

st. luKe's* Duluth 1602 Offices of Physicians - General Medical & Surgical Hospitals

Allete* Duluth 1419 Electric Power Generation, Transmission, & Distribution

uniteD heAlthcAre Duluth 1368 Health Care Management

minnesotA tAconite (uss) Mountain Iron 1500 Metal Ore Mining

blAcK beAr cAsino resort & Golf course Carlton 907 Gambling Industries

fonD Du lAc reservAtion Cloquet 879 Executive, Legislative, & other General Government Support

boise White PAPer Int. Falls 830 Pulp Mills

beneDictine heAlth system Duluth 829 Ambulatory Health Care Services

fAirvieW university  
meDicAl center - mesAbi

Hibbing 786 General Medical & Surgical Hospitals

GreAt lAKes trAnsPortAtion Duluth 776 Great Lakes Water Transportation

sAPPi fine PAPer north AmericA Cloquet 720 Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Mills

hibbinG tAconite Hibbing 720 Metal Ore Mining

enbriDGe enerGy Superior 652 Crude Oil Transportation

Accessnorth Hibbing 590 Community Care Facilities for the Elderly

cirrus AircrAft Duluth 565 Aerospace Product and Parts Manufacturing

inteGrity heAlth netWorK Duluth 525 Offices of Physicians

northshore mininG Silver Bay 514 Metal Ore Mining

uniteD tAconite Eveleth 502 Metal Ore Mining

uPm/blAnDin PAPer comPAny Grand Rapids 500 Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Mills

GrAnD itAscA clinic & hosPitAl Grand Rapids 488 General Medical & Surgical Hospitals

cn Proctor 472 Rail Transportation

virGiniA reGionAl meDicAl center Virginia 443 General Medical & Surgical Hospitals

DeltA Air lines reservAtion center Chisholm 426 Travel Arrangement and Reservation Services

source: northland connection (http://www.northlandconnection.com)
* APex member businesses

leading Private Sector Employers
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•     IT / Data Centers

•     Next Generation Forest Products

•     Clean Energy  &  Biofuels

•     Healthcare / Biotech

•     Mining & Metallurgy      

•     Precision Machining & Manufacturing

•     Heavy Fabrication, Castings & Steel Production

•     Aerospace / Aviation Manufacturing

•     Education / R&D     

•     Call Centers / Back Office   

•     Tourism & Hospitality

electric utility rAtes AmonG                                 
the loWest 10% in the nAtion
minnesota Power, an Allete company, and Great river energy and their coorperative members provide cost-competitive, 
reliable power for customers in northeast minnesota, as well as northwest Wisconsin.  the companies specialize in meeting the 
needs of some of the nation’s largest energy users, such as data centers, mining and paper making operations.  customer rates 
for individual businesses vary depending on load, demand, and the type of service required.  both companies provide customer 
specific rate design, energy management services and incentives for qualifying high load factor projects.

electric utility price comparisons for residential and commercial customers are as follows: 

state
residential Commercial All sectors

Jun-12 Jun-11 Jun-12 Jun-11 Jun-12 Jun-11
minnesotA PoWer 9.05 9.73 8.03 8.41 5.97 6.18

minnesotA 10.89 10.86 8.32 8.41 8.09 8.13
cAliforniA 15.82 15.71 14.05 14.44 13.85 14.28

Dist. of columbiA 12.73 13.97 13.43 14.72 13.20 14.45
floriDA 11.29 11.11 9.30 9.09 10.29 10.23

ioWA 10.60 10.42 7.88 7.82 7.32 7.32
KAnsAs 10.45 9.80 8.18 7.85 8.75 8.23

michiGAn 13.81 13.09 10.94 10.35 11.17 10.30
missouri 9.84 8.98 7.54 7.26 7.93 7.48
neW yorK 17.83 18.77 16.85 17.56 15.91 16.84

n. cArolinA 9.95 9.48 7.86 7.43 8.23 7.96
ohio 11.94 11.48 11.04 9.99 9.56 9.12

texAs 9.47 8.67 7.70 6.54 7.12 6.44
Wisconsin 13.27 12.97 10.47 10.21 10.34 10.10
u.s. totAl 12.18 12.07 10.27 10.19 10.11 10.11

source:  edison electric institute – summer 2011 and 2012

Average retail Price of Electricity (cents per KWh), June 2011 and 2012

(See Appendix I for further information.)
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northeast mn and northwest Wi are 
connected to both the national and Global 
networks and internet network Access 
Points (nAPs).  enventis and Qwest provide 
dedicated access to fiber optics at specific 
locations, at a service level of t1 through 
ocx. ten additional companies provide 
high speed internet access and wide area 
connectivity. these providers are linked 
to the chicago network Access Point, the 
largest internet exchange point by volume.  
some of the region’s fiber networks are 
overlaid with DWDm and can provide 2.5Gb 
or 10Gb Wavelength services, or 1Gb/10Gb 
ethernet connections to midwest carrier 
hubs. these networks are route diverse, 
highly reliable, and based on sonet 
technology. When conducting business 
with these organizations, customers will 
have access to the following services:  

• Dark Fiber

• T1, DS3, OC3, OC12, OC48, OC-192 
Private  Line Services

•  10 baseT, 100 baseT, GigE, 2.5 Gb,10Gb 
Ethernet Services 

• 2.5 Gb, 10 Gb Wavelength Services 
 over DWDM

•  MPLS, VPLS, ATM multi-point or point 
to point Services 
 

• Access to multiple Tier 1 IP backbone 
providers and NAPs

• Dedicated Access to Carrier Hotels, 
Virtual POPS, and numerous Data 
Centers in the upper Midwest

communicAtion  infrAstructure

Minnesota - Fiber network

(See Appendix III regarding latency.)
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2013 - Wisconsin Independent Network, LLC 

800 Wisconsin St., Bldg. D2, Suite 219 
Eau Claire, WI 54703-3612 

877-946-6300 
info@wins.net – www.wins.net 

network overview 
 Wisconsin Independent Network, LLC (WIN) 

is a full service provider of wholesale 
transport solutions and next generation IP 
solutions.  Started in 1999, WIN is a 
privately-held company owned by 31 
independent local telephone companies. 

 WIN owns and operates the 
largest Wisconsin-based fiber 
optic transport network. 

 WIN has become the premier 
network provider in Wisconsin, 
Eastern Minnesota, and 
Northern Illinois by providing 
responsive customer service 
supporting the most reliable, 
dense, and redundant transport 
system in the Upper Midwest 
region. 

 WIN operates over 3,500 miles of fiber 
network, connecting cities in 4 states through 
more than 80 Points of Presence, from large 
metro areas to smaller rural communities, on 
its reliable transport system. 

 WIN’s network utilizes a combination 
of DWDM, SONET and Ethernet technologies 
to deliver bandwidth on 100% fiber optic 
facilities using primarily Cisco, Cyan, and Net 
Insight optics and electronics.  

 WIN provides: 
 Private Line: DS1, DS3, OCn 
 Carrier Ethernet: 5 Mbps to 10 Gbps 
 MPLS Transport 
 Wavelengths: 2.5Gbps and 10Gbps 
 Ability to coordinate and bill local loops 
 Next generation network solutions 
 Custom builds/interconnections 
 Engineering and technical services 
 Data Center services 

 WIN’s network availability: 99.999%.   We will 
meet your network latency requirements and 
standards. 

 WIN’s wide range of customers trust their 
traffic to our state-of-the-art network. Many 
are telecommunication providers themselves, 
including a large number of wireless service 
providers, regional and national carriers, in-
dependent telephone companies, IP-TV video 
signal providers, government and education 
network providers, and major CLECS. 

 WIN has: 
 Dedicated/Experienced teams: 

Provisioning, Account Support,  
Operations, Engineering 

 Proactive network monitoring and 
management from our 24x7x365 Network 
Management Center. 

 Over 100 highly trained technicians from 
member-owner independent telephone 
companies taking care of your valued 
services. 

 WIN’s staff takes pride in offering reliable 
and dependable customer solutions and is 
focused on our "we can get you there" 
approach in achieving a high level of 
customer satisfaction. 

 WIN’s customers will attest: WIN will meet 
and often exceed your expectations for 
service delivery, provisioning, and reliability. 

 

 

Wisconsin - Fiber network
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network map 
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environmentAl stAbility
companies considering expanding or locating in the area often inquire about the weather in northeast minnesota and 
northwest Wisconsin. We do have pronounced winters, complete with cold temperatures and snowfall, but most people who 
live and work here view seasonal changes as a benefit. With four distinct seasons, the changing climate offers residents a 
welcomed variety, not to mention splendid natural beauty. 

unlike other parts of the country, the region has no catastrophic weather or seismological events (hurricanes, tornadoes, 
earthquakes, etc.) that might otherwise disrupt business for an extended period of time. our annual snowfall is taken in 
stride and has a limited impact on business, commerce and transportation. in 2011-2012 bert sperling’s best Places ranked 
our region 10th  “safest metro Areas to live and Avoid natural Disasters” among all medium-sized msAs.

PGA with 10% in 50 year Pe. bc rock. 2008 usGs

Seismic Zone classification:  0

Maximum Wind Speed criteria: 
Minnesota has a 90 mph maximum 

wind speed.

Maximum Snow load design: 
Minnesota has a 42 lb maximum 

snow load design for roofs.

Average Annual temp: 39°F

Average Annual High temp:  48°F

Average Annual low temp:  29°F

cloudy days:  184.7

Annual Precipitation: 
31” rain and 83.1” snow

thunderstorms: 
33.3/year (1-2 severe)

tornadoes:  0

Hurricanes:  0

Earthquakes:  0

over 7,000 hours of free cooling annually * 

*sources: cooling.thegreengrid.org and involta’s water-side economization calculation.
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property Lake County Arrowhead Crossing iron river Business park

locAtion Two Harbors, MN Duluth, MN Iron River, WI

miles from Duluth 20 0 43

AvAilAble Acres 120 54.2 50

oWnershiP Lake County Private LLP Bayfield Electric

for sAle or leAse Sale Lease or Sale Sale

feAtures Septic/Well City Sewer/Water on  the street City Sewer/Water

reDunDAnt PoWer

Cooperative Light & Power 
new 10MW redundant feeder 

expansions from Waldo Substation 
and Clover Valley Substation

Minnesota Power 34 kV 
 redundancy is available

Dahlberg Light and Power 3 phase 
12.4 KV across Hwy 2 and Bayfield 

Electric 15 KV available 
to all lots in the park 

reDunDAnt fiber,  
neAr net

Lake County (DBA Lake Connec-
tions) fiber ring access  

at Ives Road

Paul Bunyan Communications fiber 
ring access at US53 & Haines Rd 

and US53 & Swan Lake Road

Norvado Fiber ring access  
in the park

reDunDAnt DArK fiber, 
neAr net

Yes Yes Yes

strAteGicAlly 
locAteD 
site oPtions
northeast mn and northwest Wi boast 
s t r a t e g i c a l l y  l o c a t e d  s i t e  o p t i o n s 
w i t h co m p e t i t i vel y - p r ice d u t ili t ie s 
and an advanced telecommunications 
infrastructure. these site options have 
access to the resources needed to ensure 
the long-term success of your business.
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lAbor mArKet AnD WorKforce
the city of Duluth is part of the much larger Duluth metropolitan statistical Area. the msA is comprised of st. louis county 
(which includes Duluth), carlton county (which includes cloquet), and Douglas county, Wisconsin (which includes superior.)

•    Duluth’s 2012 labor force reached 45,597.

•    the Duluth msA 2012 annual average labor force population was 144,227.

•    the unemployment rate in Duluth  was 6.3% on average in 2012, compared 

      to 6.5% in the msA, 5.6% in minnesota, and 8.1% in the u.s.

•    the median wage in the Duluth msA in 2012 was $16.02/hour compared to     

      $17.94/hour for the state and $16.95/hour for the u.s

•    low turnover rate of less than 2%

the region’s workforce is well qualified and highly skilled with competitively 
positioned wage and benefit rates. combined, these factors create an 
atmosphere that promotes a highly successful business climate.

labor analysts predict that workforce challenges will increase nationwide 
over the next decade, as the baby boomer generation nears the age of 
retirement. in working to address these challenges, businesses in the 
region have a wealth of resources at their fingertips, including training and 
development grants, internship programs at the local colleges, community-
based workforce development programs, and more.

in 2012, the Area Development magazine ranked Duluth 6th in 
America’s top 25 mid-sized cities that are prime for workforce growth!
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the northeast mn and northwest Wi workforce has an outstanding work 
ethic. Absenteeism is minimal and the work ethic is strong, resulting in higher 
productivity and an improved bottom line.

A recent survey of employee attitudes, conducted by the bureau of business 
and economic research at the umD school of business and economics, 
quantified the quality of the region’s work ethic by comparing worker 
attitudes in northeast minnesota with those of workers statewide:

to the statement, “Wasting time is as bad as wasting money,” 84.4% of the 
workers in northeast minnesota agreed, versus 78% statewide. in answer 
to the statement, “A good indication of a man or woman’s worth is how well 
they do their job,” 84% of the northeast minnesota workers polled agreed, 
compared to 77% statewide.

hiGh ProDuctivity, loW turnover

in response to the 
statement, “hard 
work makes a man 
or woman a better 
person,” 93% 
of participants 
from northeast 
minnesota agreed. 

lAbor mArKet stAtistics
Area Labor force 2012 Annual 

Average
Unemployment rate 
Annual Average 2012 Median wage

city of Duluth 45,597 6.3% NA

Duluth msA 144,221 6.8% $16.02

ne mn reGion 169,259 6.9% $15.91

minnesotA 2,969,366 5.6% $17.94

u.s. 154,974,583 8.1% $16.95
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comPetitive WAGe rAtes: comPArisons
compared to the united states, on average, 

the median technology worker wage is 20% 
less in duluth.

your company will realize an average savings of 
over 38% hiring computer systems Analysts 

in Duluth compared to the us as a whole.
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Duluth, mn 42.12 27.12 23.28 33.96 26.33 23.70 28.39

minneapolis - st. Paul - 
bloomington, mn 55.19 36.24 36.31 43.29 34.03 24.44 38.91

rochester, mn 67.28 39.44 41.86 42.66 31.20 21.63 51.72

st. cloud, mn 47.70 27.06 32.02 35.60 27.64 21.02 30.83

fargo, nD 42.07 25.10 25.72 30.61 28.66 18.19 26.52

eau claire, Wi 43.72 27.62 27.98 31.87 18.79 23.49 28.45

madison, Wi 45.32 32.31 33.50 37.51 30.89 24.79 35.02

milwaukee, Wi 52.40 33.16 36.96 37.24 33.22 22.60 32.51

Des moines, iA 53.65 33.21 36.42 37.20 31.82 21.61 33.90

iowa city, iA 44.12 29.38 36.42 31.43 31.87 23.49 33.92

chicago - Joliet - naperville, 
il - in - Wi 52.85 36.15 33.80 43.42 34.88 24.59 37.55

Austin - round rock  - 
san marcos, tx 60.85 38.28 37.45 44.53 32.14 24.29 40.86

 source: bureAu of lAbor stAtistics, occuPAtionAl emPloyment stAtistics, 2011 estimAtes. (See Appendix II for further information.)
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eDucAtion AnD trAininG
the key to the region’s quality workforce is its wealth of highly educated, compe-
tent and motivated people who are eager to put their skills to work. 

the labor pool is fed by several outstanding public schools and higher educational 
facilities, including two universities, one private college, and ten community and 
technical colleges.  in addition, a number of specialized vocational schools also 
support the region’s high educational standards.

At present, 92.8% of young adults in the Duluth region, age 25 and older, are 
high school graduates. this compares to a national figure of 85.9%. in addition, 
28.3% of young adults in the Duluth region, age 25 or older, have achieved a 
baccalaureate degree or higher.

With a well-educated, dependable workforce, businesses in the region 
benefit from eased training initiatives, higher productivity ratings, and an 
improved bottom line.

university of minnesotA-Duluth
Bachelor’s 2000
Master’s 195

colleGe of sAint scholAsticA 
Bachelor’s 763
Master’s 240

university of Wisconsin-suPerior
Bachelor’s 490
Master’s 67

lAKe suPerior colleGe
Certificate 613
Associate’s 724

Witc*
Certificate 1271
Associate’s 439

AnnuAl DeGrees conferreD 
Business, Management and Marketing; and 
computer and information Sciences (combined)

source: u.s. Dept. of education institute of education sciences
* includes entire Witc system of 6 campuses.

there are 5 colleges and universities located within 

five miles of downtown Duluth, boasting a combined 

annual enrollment of some 23,000 students     
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AcADemic institutions
university of Minnesota duluth
the university of minnesota Duluth (umD) is a comprehensive regional university, affiliated with the university of minnesota 
system based in the twin cities. the university of minnesota is recognized as a national center of Academic excellence in 
information Assurance education, and umD ranks consistently among the top midwestern regional universities in u.s. news 
and World report’s “America’s best colleges” issue.  Providing an alternative to both larger university campuses and small 
liberal arts colleges, umD attracts students in search of a personalized learning experience on the medium-sized campus of 
a major university.  

the umD campus recently invested in new, state-of-the-art buildings to house the university’s science, engineering, medical, 
and business schools.  the umD labovitz school of business and economics offers a competitive mbA program that caters 
to working professionals, and undergraduate students at umD can choose from 12 bachelor degrees in more than 75 majors.  

college of St. Scholastica
the college of st. scholastica (css) is the only independent private college based in northeast minnesota and is guided by the 
benedictine values of community, hospitality, respect, stewardship and love of learning. st. scholastica currently educates roughly 
2,800 men and women each year.

the college of st. scholastica’s mbA program focuses on individual students by providing courses, experiences and coaching that 
improves their technical business skills and personal capacity. understanding of organizations in a global environment is fundamental 
to the program. through the css coaching lab, each student is partnered with a coach from the academic or professional community 
to assist the student in getting the most out of their mbA experience and beyond. the css mbA program offers students the 
opportunity to specialize their studies within a business field, or customize their own general management program. there is also the 
option to earn a dual degree: the mbA and the master of Arts in management (mAm). 

css also offers graduate and undergraduate degrees in computer information systems (cis), along with 6 graduate cis certificates 
that can be completed in a year.  these certificates are in it leadership, it Project management, enterprise systems, it security, 
software engineering, and internet and Wireless technologies. they are designed for students who want specialized education 
without the commitment of a full master’s degree program.
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university of Wisconsin Superior (uW-Superior)
the university of Wisconsin superior offers 30 undergraduate majors including accounting, teacher education, and biology, 
along with innovative programs in the fields of legal studies, art therapy, and transportation and logistics management.
As a Wisconsin Public liberal Arts college, the university of Wisconsin-superior fosters intellectual growth among students, 
preparing them for careers that exist today and for those that will be created in the future. since its founding in 1893, uW-
superior has developed an atmosphere that emphasizes individual attention for each student and a respect for all cultures. 

lake Superior college
lake superior college (lsc) is a public, two-year college that offers a wide-range of programs including electronic technology, 
information technology - network, integrated manufacturing technology and business Administration.  lsc continues as an 
area leader in higher education, delivering excellent instruction, innovative programming and dedicated service, all within an 
engaging, comfortable environment. current enrollment has reached a level of 5,000 students. 

Wisconsin indianhead and technical college
Wisconsin indianhead technical college (Witc) has a history of providing customized training and certificate programs that 
cater to the specific needs of area businesses and industries. With six campus and branch locations situated throughout 
northwestern Wisconsin, Witc uses state-of-the-art technology to connect students and faculty with a world of resources 
and course material. Witc awards an average of 24 Associate’s Degrees in the area of computer and information sciences and 
support services each year, in addition to 148 Associate’s Degrees in the area of business, management and marketing.  

Bethel university
the bethel university Graduate school in st. Paul offers professionals in northeast minnesota leadership and management 
courses which culminate in the completion of an mbA degree. courses are six weeks in length on average and meet only 
one night a week in a face-to-face and online hybrid format or in a fully online format. bethel’s mbA instructors are business 
leaders who bring cutting edge experience and respected credentials to the program. they use personal examples from their 
professional lives to bring relevance to the course work. course schedules are known in advance so you can plan your personal 
and professional commitments and avoid surprises as you work towards the completion of your mbA degree.

duluth Business university
Duluth business university is a private, for-profit two-year college located in West Duluth, offering Associate’s degrees in 
the areas of business, management and marketing; visual and Performing Arts; and health Professions and related clinical 
sciences.  the college has an annual enrollment rate of 436 students.
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trAnsPortAtion
northeast minnesota and northwest Wisconsin have developed a multi-modal transportation network that works to the 
advantage of area businesses. in fact, expansion management magazine determined that the Duluth-superior area represents 
one of “the most logistics-friendly metros in the country.”  

By Air the Duluth international Airport, the region’s largest airport, including a 24-hour u.s. customs and fAA control 
tower, a category ii instrument Approach and two runways, including the second longest runway in minnesota at 10,152 feet.  

With three major carriers, Delta Airlines, united Airlines, and Allegiant Air, our region’s travelers have more options than ever 
before with connections to hundreds of domestic and international destinations.  Delta offers daily flights to minneapolis/
saint Paul and Detroit along with united providing daily service to chicago o’hare.  Allegiant Air offers weekly flights to las 
vegas, Phoenix-mesa and seasonal service to orlando-sanford. it’s also home to the 148th fighter Wing, AAr corP, cirrus 
Aircraft, northstar Aerospace, monaco Air Duluth and lake superior college’s minnesota center for Advanced Aviation. 

By land interstate 35 is the region’s link to the rest of the country via the interstate highway system. Access to the 
interstate is less than ten minutes away from the Duluth international Airport, and the minneapolis/st. Paul metro Area is 
an easy two-hour commute from downtown Duluth. Away from the Port, an extensive network of rail and highway systems 
provides efficient delivery and distribution of in- and outbound cargo. With over 43 trucking companies and four class 1 
national railways serving the region (burlington northern santa fe, canadian national, canadian Pacific and union Pacific), 
your business will be well positioned to compete in the global marketplace.

By Sea northeast mn and northwest Wi offer easy access to the Port of Duluth-superior, situated at the western terminus 
of the Great lakes’ st. lawrence seaway, an independent shipping system that connects the region to the east coast, the 
Atlantic ocean and world markets beyond. located just two weeks’ sailing time from european markets, the Duluth seaway 
Port Authority and its affiliates specialize in handling bulk commodities and oversized/heavy-lift cargo loads.

“Duluth international 

Airport is a key asset for 

economic development 

in the region by 

supporting over 4400 

aviation related jobs and 

generating $1.3 billion in 

annual economic impact.”
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minnesota had the 10th lowest effective tax rates on new capital investment, according to a 2011 report by ernst & young 
an the council on state taxation. the report shows that a state’s tax competitiveness needs to be based on the entire system 
of state and local business taxes, not just a single tax rate.

minnesota’s overall effective tax rate on investments in new or expanded facilities is 6.0% - less than the u.s. mean rate of 
7.9%. minnesota’s effective tax rate on new investment is also less than those in Georgia, texas, new york, california, mas-
sachusetts and north carolina.

minnesota and Wisconsin both allow political subdivisions to grant property tax incentives such as tax increment financing or 
tax abatement for economic development purposes.

Corporate income tax/franchise tax Minnesota wisconsin

rAte 9.8% 7.9%

formulA (e.G. sAles, ProPerty & PAyroll) Apportionment sales 
factor (100%)

Apportionment sales 
factor (100%)

personal income tax Minnesota wisconsin

rAte rAnGe 5.35% - 7.85% 4.60% - 7.75%

eArneD income Yes Yes

uneArneD income Yes Yes

sales/Use tax Minnesota wisconsin

stAte tAx 6.875% 5.0%

locAl tAx 1.0% (Duluth) 0.5% (Douglas County)

totAl 7.875% (Duluth) 5.5% (Douglas County)

tAxAtion 

(218) 310-9368, 
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Corporate income tax/franchise tax Minnesota wisconsin

rAte 9.8% 7.9%

formulA (e.G. sAles, ProPerty & PAyroll) Apportionment sales 
factor (100%)

Apportionment sales 
factor (100%)

data center incentives
our tax incentives make it more attractive than ever to build data and network operation centers in minnesota.  

Qualifying projects 
receive sales tax 
exemptions for 20 
years on:

•    Computers and servers 

•    Cooling and energy equipment 

•     Energy use

•     Software

•     Pay no personal property tax - ever.

QUALifying for the inCentives
companies that build data or network operation centers of at least 30,000 square 
feet and invest $50 million in the first two years qualify for the tax break.

duluth 1200 Fund, inc. 
the 1200 fund is a private, nonprofit corporation charged with creating new jobs for Duluth. the amount of assistance available 
is based upon the number of new jobs created. loan proceeds can be used for building construction, purchase of equipment, 
or working capital. the 1200 fund loan structure consists of participation in a private bank loan, therefore it is necessary that a 
private lending institution provide a loan in an amount at least equal to the 1200 fund loan and with the same collateral position.

iron range resources & rehabilitation Board (irrrB)
irrrb is a unique mn state agency with a mission to enhance and diversify the economy in a defined region of northeast 
minnesota known as the taconite Assistance Area. the agency has a dedicated funding source from the mining indus-
try and enjoys significant latitude in customizing financial incentive packages to meet the needs of clients. examples 
include low-cost fixed asset debt financing, equity or mezzanine financing, and infrastructure grants through host 
municipalities. the agency also has the authority to issue revenue bonds and to offer direct cash incentives tied to the 
performance of the client.

the riGht incentives for the riGht business

(See Appendix V for further information.)
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“ApeX assisted us with identifying and meeting local customers, finding the ideal sites, and 

arranging an incentives package to help us get established in the region. We probably would not be 

in Duluth if it weren’t for the help of APex and the local development partners. now that we are here, 

involta has become an APex member!”                                                           

- Bruce lehrman (Founder, cEo of involta, a leading colocation data center company)

Arrowhead regional development commission (Ardc)
the ArDc revolving loan fund (rlf) is in place to support business activities for which credit is not otherwise available on 
terms and conditions which would permit completion and/or the successful operation or accomplishment of the project in the 
seven county region of northeast minnesota.

northland Foundation 
the northland foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated to addressing economic, social, and human needs in our area. 
they provide project financing at a flexible and attractive interest rate for eligible borrowers. 

Minnesota development Fund Grant
the minnesota business Development infrastructure Grant Program works to stimulate new economic development, in order 
to create and retain jobs in Greater minnesota through public infrastructure investments. the program provides grants to 
cities of up to 50% of the capital costs for the public infrastructure needed to expand or retain jobs in the area. 

Minnesota investment Fund (MiF) 
Accessed through the Department of employment and economic Development, this program provides funds to carry out 
specified programs, services, or activities to create new employment, maintain existing employment, increase the local tax 
base, or otherwise increase economic activity in a community. 

 

Minnesota Job Skills Partnership 
this program provides grant funding up to $400,000 for job training based upon the number of new jobs created through a 
local educational institution such as lake superior college or the northeast higher education District. the grant is made to the 
college for expenses, which are part of a program in which customer service facilities would contribute a matching amount for 
training. the academic institution will prepare the program and apply for the grant. 
 

Minnesota community capital Fund (MccF) 
the minnesota community capital fund  leverages millions of dollars in underutilized revolving loan fund capital on behalf of 
local communities and economic development organizations throughout Greater minnesota. 
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Guaranteed Annual revenue program  
minnesota Power’s Guaranteed Annual revenue mechanism is a tool that allows the company to provide a credit to the 
customer for electric infrastructure extension costs based on a 5 to 10 year electric service agreement.

Wisconsin Economic development corporation (WEdc)
the economic and community Development division of WeDc makes investments in companies that are expanding opera-
tions in Wisconsin. specifically, WeDc will invest in companies that retain or create family-supporting jobs in Wisconsin.

northwest regional Planning commission
the northwest Wisconsin regional economic Development fund (nWreDf) administers its revolving loan programs in 
partnership with local communities and area partners. nWreDf provides low-cost financing for businesses seeking to either 
start or expand their operations in northwest Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Housing & Economic development Authority (WHEdA)
the WheDA offers a number of programs and services in support of business development within the state of Wisconsin 
including guarantee programs, participation lending and small business credits.

impact Seven
impact seven’s business Development Department offers a variety of loans and venture capital for growing Wisconsin busi-
nesses through its four major financing programs. impact seven offers low cost deals and flexible terms.

northwest Wisconsin concentrated Employment Program, inc. 
nWceP’s mission is to strengthen the economy of northwest Wisconsin, by providing effective and efficient workforce develop-
ment services to businesses and workers.  nWceP provides the on-the-Job training (oJt) hiring initiative which can cover 50% 
of the salary and fringe expenses of a Dvr referral hired by your company for up to 90 days.
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life AnD livinG
Housing Affordability
Affordable housing is readily available in Duluth  and the region in a variety of ages, sizes, styles and types.  the following statistics 
should be welcome news for employees who may be considering relocating here:

    •    Average Selling Price $163,378

    •    Median Selling Price  $139,500

    •    Average Rent Per Month $757

Green Space
in addition to the many parks and green space areas found within the region’s cities, residents also enjoy unique features 
like the superior hiking trail, a 200+ mile hiking trail that runs along the scenic north shore of lake superior, from Duluth 
to the canadian border.  near the spirit mountain recreational Area, residents can access the Willard munger state trail, 
the 4th longest paved bike path in the united states at 63 miles. 

Health care
the citizens of the region enjoy some of the world’s best healthcare services, with two major healthcare systems, essentia 
and st. luke’s.  state-of-the-art pre- and beginning-of-life care, coupled with patient-focused end-of-life services for the 
aging, have allowed the region to contribute significantly to the state of minnesota’s number 5 ranking  by united health 
foundation as one of the healthiest states in the nation. 

crime
northeast minnesota and northwest Wisconsin have the lowest crime rate of any area in the two states. more notably, in 
April 2011, the institute for economics and Peace crunched some numbers and came up with the u.s. Peace index, ranking 
minnesota as the 4th most peaceful state in America.

traffic
the average daily commute for working professionals in the city of Duluth is less than 9 minutes. there is no traffic congestion 
to speak of, minimal pollution and ample public parking in the downtown area as well as commuter bike lanes and walking paths.
 

duluth, Mn  runner-up for

“the  Best AdventUre hUB 
in the worLd”
by outside magazine, April 2013
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cultural Amenities
A wide variety of cultural amenities are offered seasonally and throughout the year. these include the Duluth symphony 
orchestra, minnesota ballet, the Duluth Art institute, the Duluth Playhouse, Duluth children’s theater, Weber music hall, 
the annual bayfront blues fest in bayfront Park and many more. for more information on the area’s natural and cultural 
amenities, regional events and attractions, please see Appendix vi.

Premier regional Events
American birkebeiner cross-country ski race
bayfield Apple festival 
bayfront blues festival
big top chautauqua
book Across the bay
chequamegon fat tire festival
Dragon boat festivals 
Duluth Air show
Duluth national snocross racing
Grand view firehouse 50 
Grandma’s marathon
John beargrease sled Dog marathon
north shore inline skating marathon
Point to la Pointe swim
superior vistas bike tour

Visitor Attractions 
Aerial lift bridge & the lakewalk
Apostle islands national lakeshore
north shore of lake superior 
rose Garden/leif erickson Park
20+ 18-hole Golf courses

Museums
lake superior marine museum, Duluth children’s museum 
and Glensheen mansion, which are some of the most visited 
attractions in the region.

Hiking & cross country trails
Access to the 200-mile north shore trail and the 63-mile 
Willard munger trail, one of the longest paved trails in the 
u.s. lester Park is the second most used cross country ski 
trail in the state of minnesota.

Snowmobile trails 
miles of trails, one of which connects to the north shore 
trail, providing a direct link from Duluth to canada.

downhill Skiing
Giants ridge Golf and ski resort 
lutsen mountains
mt. Ashwabay ski and recreation Area
spirit mountain

Parks
over 100 national, state and local

regional Highlights
four distinct seasons offer year-round opportunities for fun and relaxation. outdoor enthusiasts will enjoy the area’s clear 
lakes, lush forests and rugged shorelines. even the most sophisticated tastes and interests are satisfied by the region’s 
natural attractions, rich culture, premier facilities and world-class events.
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conclusion
the advantages of locating your data center in northeast Mn or northwest Wi are clear. in 
addition to offering competitive site options, reliable, cost-effective electric power,  advanced 
telecommunications infrastructure and a favorable climate, our region also possesses several other 
strengths and competitive advantages that suit your organization’s needs.   

With an immediate population over 86,600 and a regional population of roughly 400,000, the city 
of duluth serves as the economic heart of the region. its unique status as an international port city 
situated just north of the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area has allowed duluth to develop a rich culture 
that blends its Midwestern roots with native American, Scandinavian and European traditions.

other regional highlights include a highly educated, well-motivated workforce; world class health 
care; thirteen college and university campuses; an international airport with nine commercial flights 
per day and next-day service from multiple carriers; plus, a wide variety of outstanding cultural and 
recreational amenities.

APEx is committed to the success of your organization in this community.  We know business, we 
understand business, and we work well with business. By locating your data center in the region, your 
company will gain an edge and will be provided an atmosphere that promotes a highly successful 
operating climate.

We are eager to work with you in a confidential manner to ensure that both you and your clients are 
happy conducting business on the edge of the Great lakes.
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AppendiX i
cost-comPetitive electric PoWer

Minnesota power
minnesota Power, a division of Allete, provides electricity in a 26,000 square-mile service territory located in northeast 
minnesota. the company supplies retail electric service to 144,000 customers and wholesale electric service to 16 
municipalities. minnesota Power also serves superior, Wisconsin through its subsidiary, superior Water light and Power. 

the company specializes in meeting the needs of large power customers that operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  in fact, 
several of the nation’s largest energy users, such as mining and paper making operations, are served by minnesota Power. 

minnesota Power has a robust electric transmission and distribution system. the company owns and operates 164 
substations and its transmission network is interconnected with the transmission grid to promote reliability. the sAiDi 
average for minnesota Power in 2012 was 89.78 minutes, compared with the minnesota Power utility commissions (mPuc) 
goal of 97.69 minutes.  the utility’s average sAifi in 2012 was 0.93, compared to the mPuc goal of 1.02.  

minnesota Power strives to have access to a diverse mix of energy producing technologies and fuels, ensuring that 
customers are provided with a reliable supply of electric energy at a reasonable cost. energy supply diversity is important 
to reliability, as a hedge against the possibility of technical failure or limitations on a particular fuel supply.

the current generation portfolio includes coal-fired, hydroelectric facilities, wind facilities, natural gas, and biomass fueled 
generation.  minnesota Power searches continuously for opportunities to diversify both fuels and generation technologies, 
and the company invests in those opportunities that demonstrate clear benefits for its customers.

minnesota Power has a history of providing its customers highly reliable electric service at very reasonable prices.  in 
addition, minnesota Power customers benefit from the company’s participation in miso, which is an essential link in the 
safe, cost-effective delivery of electric power.  

1 sAiDi refers to the system Average interruption Duration index 
and serves as a reliability indicator. sAiDi is the average outage 
duration for each customer served and is the sum of all interrup-
tion durations divided by the total number of customers served.

2 sAifi refers to the system Average interruption frequency 
index and is a commonly used reliability indicator. sAifi is the 
average number of interruptions that a customer would experi-
ence and is equal to the total number of customer interruptions 
divided by the total number of customers served.
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great river energy
Great river energy is a not-for-profit cooperative which provides wholesale electric service to 28 distribution cooperatives 
in minnesota and Wisconsin. those member cooperatives distribute electricity to approximately 650,000 member accounts 
– or about 1.7 million people. With $3.7 billion in assets, Great river energy is the largest electric power supplier in minnesota 
and one of the largest generation and transmission cooperatives in the united states. Great river energy’s member 
cooperatives range from those in the outer-ring suburbs of the twin cities to the Arrowhead region of minnesota to the 
farmland of southwestern minnesota. 

A reliable and responsive transmission System
it takes a broad network of transmission lines, including more than 4,600 miles and 109 substations, to deliver electricity 
from generation facilities to our 28 member cooperatives. in order to carry out its mission as a dependable wholesale energy 
provider, it’s vital that Great river energy has an effective and efficient way to transport energy to our customer-owners. 
electricity is carried from generation facilities to substations using our own transmission facilities and those of other 
utilities, with whom Great river energy has long-standing agreements. Along with those utilities, Great river energy jointly 
plans, builds, operates and maintains transmission facilities to ensure that the most efficient and cost-effective lines are 
available to provide reliable service at a reasonable rate for members.

improving Environmental Performance
since 2006, Great river energy has increased its energy output by 588,000 megawatt hours, or 4 percent. During that same 
time, Great river energy increased its purchase of renewable energy and reduced emissions at its power plants. As a result, 
sulfur dioxide emissions are down by approximately 50 percent; nitrogen oxides, 40 percent, and carbon dioxide, 20 percent. 
these measurements are based on pounds of emissions per megawatt hour of energy produced and purchased.

Member cooperative Summary
number of member accounts: 650,000
sales to members (in megawatt hours) :  11,749,814
total distribution line:  87,500 miles
Average density  7.5 consumers/mile
Distribution substations:  550
combined annual revenue:  $1.25 billion
electric plant in service (net):  $1.8 billion
Average kilowatt hours per account:  18,200/year
Distribution employees: 1,600
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Great river energy uses industry-accepted reliability indices such as sAiDi, cAiDi, mAifi and cAifi-mom to measure transmission reliability. 

sAiDi: the system Average interruption Duration index, measures the number of minutes over the year that the average consumer was without power. this index increases throughout the year as more 
sustained outages (outages that last one minute or longer) are experienced. Great river energy’s 2012 sAiDi was 30.38 minutes. Damage from a ferocious July 2 thunderstorm brought the average down. 
Without the effects of that storm, sAiDi would have ended at 20.54 minutes.

cAiDi: the customer Average interruption Duration index measures the average amount of time a consumer was without power when an interruption occurred. this is a general indication of how long it is 
taking to restore power. this index varies throughout the year depending on the duration of outages and the total number of customers experiencing at least one sustained outage. the damage caused by 
the July 2, 2012 storm was evident in the cAiDi measure as well, which ended at 53.6 minutes. Without the effects of that storm, cAiDi would have ended at 40.04 minutes. 

mAifi: the momentary Average interruption frequency index measures the number of times the average consumer experienced an interruption in supply for less than one minute. this index increases 
throughout the year as more momentary outages are experienced. Great river energy’s mAifi ended at 1.47 momentary outages per customer compared to the goal of 3.5. this is the second best recorded 
mAifi metric in 14 years.

Systemwide load characteristics 
 (Based on energy sales.)
residential: 56.2%
seasonal: 2.2%
commercial, industrial and other: 41.6% 

2012 Financial Highlights
revenue: $921.2 million
total assets: $3.7 billion
utility plant investment (net): $2.7 billion
long-term obligations, including current 
maturities: $2.8 billion

our energy primarily comes from: 

• coal-based power plants in 
north dakota 

• natural gas-fired peaking 
plants

• rdF (Biomass)

• Wind energy 

• Purchased power 

• Hydropower

• distributed generation

Generation resources Mix
As a wholesale power provider, Great river energy’s generation resources must be reliable enough to provide energy around 
the clock yet possess the flexibility to meet fluctuations in demand. Great river energy had a successful year on both fronts 
as the cooperative’s generation resources produced 11.13 million megawatt hours, an all-time record amount of energy.

Great river energy owns 12 power plants that generate more than 2,800 megawatts of electricity, plus we purchase 
additional power from several wind farms and other generating facilities.
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Data Centers as an Economic Development 
Driver 
Leveraging an industry to drive employment and 
infrastructure investment.  
	  

The Area Partnership for Economic Expansion (APEX) in Duluth, 
Minnesota identified demand from local employers for a mission 
critical data center facility.  

 
APEX had developed a sophisticated data center recruitment 
strategy, leveraging the region’s cool climate, competitively 
priced electrical rates, site options and proximity to the Twin 
Cities metropolitan area.  

 
Throughout the courtship of Involta, APEX worked with state, local 
and city public and private sector leadership to educate the 
community on the benefits of data centers as an industry. 

 
APEX partnered with Involta to build a business case to cost-justify 
their decision to invest more than $15 million in the City of Duluth. 
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Overview 
 
APEX is a Duluth, Minnesota based private sector led business development engine for northeast 
Minnesota and northwest Wisconsin. APEX investor-members represent many of the most influential 
companies in the region. APEX promotes sustainable economic growth through attraction, retention 
and expansion of businesses and industries that align with the region’s competitive advantages.  The 
organization invests significant human and financial resources to build sophisticated strategies and 
business cases to cost-justify investment within the region. 
 
Duluth, Minnesota is the world’s largest inland port, located on the edge Lake Superior, the largest of 
the Great Lakes. Duluth forms a metropolitan area with Superior, Wisconsin referred to as the Twin Ports. 
The Duluth/Superior Metropolitan Statistical Area population approached 280,000 according to the 2010 
Census.  
	  
The Opportunity        
 
In 2005, APEX and their economic development partner and investor, Minnesota Power, had identified 
data centers as an emerging market. Information technology and data storage needs are a challenge 
for any business, particularly for compliance-driven corporations, healthcare and educational 
institutions.  In fact, they represent realms of significant growth potential for the data center industry.   It 
appeared to be a viable attraction strategy for the regional economic development partners to 
consider and validate.  
 
In regions the size of the Twin Ports, often referred to as Tier II communities, companies are faced with 
the decision to invest considerable capital resources in privately owned data centers that are 
inadequate for compliance needs or very costly. Others choose to outsource colocation needs to other 
parts of the state or country.  
 
With insight provided from APEX investor-members, Essentia Health and SISU Medical Solutions, APEX 
learned that they had potential anchor tenants for a data center expansion. Essentia Health, a Midwest 
integrated healthcare provider, headquartered in Duluth, was in dire need of a facility solution for the 
organization’s IT operation. SISU Medical Solutions, a healthcare IT services provider, was also evaluating 
a solution that accommodated for growth, resiliency and flexibility. Both organizations were 
independently in the midst of evaluating whether to invest significant internal capital resources or work 
with a provider of colocation services.  
 
Inquiries made to other APEX investor-members and employers in the Twin Ports region uncovered 
several additional entities that would be interested in colocating within a data center facility as well.  
 
In addition to having potential customers, the Twin Ports area had several unique regional features that 
were of interest and value to the data center industry.  These features included: 

 Proximity to the Twin Cities Metropolitan market 
 Energy savings due to a year-round cool climate 
 Cost competitive, reliable power through Minnesota Power  
 Available, cost-competitive real estate options 
 Very low incidence of natural disasters that would impact a robustly designed datacenter 
 Local and state economic development incentives 
 Exceptional education and training resources 
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Multi-tenant, carrier neutral data centers are powerful economic engines in rural communities. While 
data centers do not offer large employment figures on their own with the salary and benefits package 
generally average approximately $55,000, they are highly desirable in Tier II communities. In addition to 
generating additional spin-off employment in the construction, operations and maintenance, they are 
also often catalysts for additional telecommunication investment. "Data centers create an incredibly 
valuable infrastructure that draws other businesses that have business continuity and disaster recovery 
requirements," said Brian Hanson, President and CEO of Area Partnership for Economic Expansion. 
 
The APEX staff and their regional economic development partners set forward an aggressive, 
sophisticated strategy to recruit a colocation data center to the region. APEX invested considerable 
financial and human capital to research and understand the industry players, motivators and drivers.  
 
The Involta Story 
 
In December of 2009, Involta and APEX crossed paths.  The company, headquartered in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, fit the criteria that APEX was looking for in a data center operator. The company had a strong 
balance sheet, experienced management team and was strategically focused on expansion to mid-
sized, Tier II markets like the Twin Ports.   
 
APEX and the regional economic development partners leveraged their experience with the data 
center industry and their knowledge of the local market to align Involta with the potential tenants and 
to garner the financial and technical resources to cost-justify the company’s investment in Duluth. APEX 
worked simultaneously to educate the public sector on the value of having a data center in the 
community. While Involta would employ a modest number of people, they were investing considerable 
capital in terms of datacenter and telecommunication infrastructure.    
 
Another advantage to Duluth’s location was proximity to the Twin Cities Metropolitan market. Chris 
Shroyer, Involta Vice President of Sales and Marketing, knew the value a community the size of Duluth 
could offer potential customers. “There are several data centers in the Twin Cities, but a Duluth location 
offered cost-effective power, real estate and human resources as compared to a major metro area. In 
addition, there is less environmental risks, air traffic, and traffic congestion. Those considerations are 
often part of any organizational decision regarding colocation solutions,” commented Shroyer. 
 
After considerable due diligence on both APEX and Involta’s part, Involta announced in June 2011the 
official decision to build and operate two multi-tenant colocation facilities in Duluth. The company not 
only invested in a new concurrently maintainable and highly secure facility, but also partnered with a 
customer to redevelop an existing building as a second location. By September 2012 both of the 
facilities were operational. The data centers house mission critical computer systems and related 
infrastructure for healthcare organizations, compliance-driven businesses, government agencies and 
educational institutions.  
 
Involta CEO Bruce Lehrman expressed great appreciation for the support shown by APEX and its 
investor-members. "Without the assistance of APEX, St. Louis County and the City of Duluth, it is unlikely 
this project would have made it out of the planning stage," stated Lehrman.  
 
Lehrman also praised the efforts of Minnesota Power, a division of ALLETE, for their project assistance. 
“They stepped up with the community expertise, a desirable site location and the reliable power 
strategy we needed to locate a data center in Duluth,” said Lehrman.  
 
The Impact  
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The opening of Involta Duluth’s multi-tenant data centers came after over five years of APEX’s 
persistence and dedication to a strategy.  The impact of Involta’s investment in the region included:  

 Construction of Involta’s $13 million, world-class, concurrently maintainable data center 
facility in Duluth, incorporating state of the art technology, meticulous process and 
technical talent to secure customers’ mission critical technology assets. 
 

 Involta invested $2.6 million in redevelopment of an existing customer-owned facility to a 
data center that provided an “active/active” environment for the healthcare organization 
and other customers.  
 

 Constructed a $1 million,144-count metro fiber ring between the Involta data centers to 
offer customers a resilient, cost-effective solution for an active/active environment. 
 

 Construction-related employment over the course of the 12 months of construction 
amounted to approximately 38 full time equivalents.  
 

 Within six months of operation, Involta directly employed six employees, with an 
expectation to grow to 10-15 within one year of operation.  
 

 The Involta facility attracted and continues to attract additional telecommunication 
investment in the region from carrier companies including CenturyLink and Windstream, 
further enhancing competitive offerings and lower cost of connectivity.  
 

 The attraction of Involta represents a monumental step in positioning the region of 
northeast Minnesota and northwest Wisconsin as a magnet for tech-based business 
development and industry growth for many years to come. 

“This project was a great example of private sector investment in Duluth,” commented Don Ness, Mayor 
of the City of Duluth. “Involta’s investment revitalized an existing facility, constructed a world-class 
facility, added high-paying job opportunities and enhanced our community’s network connectivity and 
technology infrastructure,” continued Mayor Ness.  
 
About Involta 

Involta builds, owns and operates world-class data centers throughout the United States.  The Involta 
team provides competent, experienced technical expertise allowing for solid business decision-making 
about your data center, disaster recovery and service management needs. The facilities Involta 
manages incorporate the highest industry standards and guidelines including:  SSAE 16, ITIL and LEED. 
Involta partners with customers to “Secure Your Future” so you can confidently focus on running your 
organization today. Involta operates data centers in Arizona, Iowa, Ohio, Minnesota and Idaho.  

Involta was named the second fastest growing IT Company in the country in 2010, according to Inc. 
Magazine 500 Fastest Growing Companies (#40 overall).  
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Multi-tenant, carrier neutral data centers are powerful economic engines in rural communities. While 
data centers do not offer large employment figures on their own with the salary and benefits package 
generally average approximately $55,000, they are highly desirable in Tier II communities. In addition to 
generating additional spin-off employment in the construction, operations and maintenance, they are 
also often catalysts for additional telecommunication investment. "Data centers create an incredibly 
valuable infrastructure that draws other businesses that have business continuity and disaster recovery 
requirements," said Brian Hanson, President and CEO of Area Partnership for Economic Expansion. 
 
The APEX staff and their regional economic development partners set forward an aggressive, 
sophisticated strategy to recruit a colocation data center to the region. APEX invested considerable 
financial and human capital to research and understand the industry players, motivators and drivers.  
 
The Involta Story 
 
In December of 2009, Involta and APEX crossed paths.  The company, headquartered in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, fit the criteria that APEX was looking for in a data center operator. The company had a strong 
balance sheet, experienced management team and was strategically focused on expansion to mid-
sized, Tier II markets like the Twin Ports.   
 
APEX and the regional economic development partners leveraged their experience with the data 
center industry and their knowledge of the local market to align Involta with the potential tenants and 
to garner the financial and technical resources to cost-justify the company’s investment in Duluth. APEX 
worked simultaneously to educate the public sector on the value of having a data center in the 
community. While Involta would employ a modest number of people, they were investing considerable 
capital in terms of datacenter and telecommunication infrastructure.    
 
Another advantage to Duluth’s location was proximity to the Twin Cities Metropolitan market. Chris 
Shroyer, Involta Vice President of Sales and Marketing, knew the value a community the size of Duluth 
could offer potential customers. “There are several data centers in the Twin Cities, but a Duluth location 
offered cost-effective power, real estate and human resources as compared to a major metro area. In 
addition, there is less environmental risks, air traffic, and traffic congestion. Those considerations are 
often part of any organizational decision regarding colocation solutions,” commented Shroyer. 
 
After considerable due diligence on both APEX and Involta’s part, Involta announced in June 2011the 
official decision to build and operate two multi-tenant colocation facilities in Duluth. The company not 
only invested in a new concurrently maintainable and highly secure facility, but also partnered with a 
customer to redevelop an existing building as a second location. By September 2012 both of the 
facilities were operational. The data centers house mission critical computer systems and related 
infrastructure for healthcare organizations, compliance-driven businesses, government agencies and 
educational institutions.  
 
Involta CEO Bruce Lehrman expressed great appreciation for the support shown by APEX and its 
investor-members. "Without the assistance of APEX, St. Louis County and the City of Duluth, it is unlikely 
this project would have made it out of the planning stage," stated Lehrman.  
 
Lehrman also praised the efforts of Minnesota Power, a division of ALLETE, for their project assistance. 
“They stepped up with the community expertise, a desirable site location and the reliable power 
strategy we needed to locate a data center in Duluth,” said Lehrman.  
 
The Impact  
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AppendiX iii
technoloGy tAlent 

technology wage information and Analysis 
computer Systems Analysts (Soc code: 15-1121)

occupational Description: 
Analyze science, engineering, business, and all other data processing problems for application to electronic data processing 
systems. Analyze user requirements, procedures, and problems to automate or improve existing systems and review 
computer system capabilities, workflow, and scheduling limitations. may analyze or recommend commercially available 
software. exclude persons working primarily as “engineers” (17-2011 through 17-2199), “mathematicians” (15-2021), or 
“scientists” (19-1011 through 19-3099). may supervise computer programmers.

tasks for computer systems Analysts:
• Analyzes and tests computer programs or system to identify errors and ensure conformance to standard. 
• formulates and reviews plans outlining steps required to develop programs to meet staff and user requirements. 
• Writes documentation to describe and develop installation and operating procedures of programs. 
• reads manuals, periodicals, and technical reports to learn how to develop programs to meet staff and user requirements. 
• coordinates installation of computer programs and operating systems, and tests, maintains, and monitors computer 

system. 
• trains staff and users to use computer system and its programs. 
• Assists staff and users to solve computer related problems, such as malfunctions and program problems. 
• modifies program to correct errors by correcting computer codes. 
• reviews and analyzes computer printouts and performance indications to locate code problems. 
• Writes and revises program and system design procedures, test procedures, and quality standards. 
• Devises flow charts and diagrams to illustrate steps and to describe logical operational steps of program. 
• consults with staff and users to identify operating procedure problems. 

computer Systems Analysts regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

270 $12.79 $14.04 $23.79 $29.93 $41.33

northeAst, mn 260 $12.77 $14.00 $23.86 $30.01 $41.36

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

11,340 $25.07 $30.66 $37.10 $44.85 $53.71

minnesotA 12,660 $24.49 $30.16 $36.66 $44.66 $53.61

us 487,740 $24.26 $30.58 $38.69 $48.38 $58.97
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Management Analysts (Soc code: 13-1111)

occupational Description: 
conduct organizational studies and evaluations, design systems and procedures, conduct work simplifications and 
measurement studies, and prepare operations and procedures manuals to assist management in operating more efficiently 
and effectively. include program analysts and management consultants. exclude “computer systems Analysts” (15-1051) and 
“operations research Analysts” (15-2031).

tasks for computer systems Analysts:
• reviews forms and reports, and confers with management and users about format, distribution, and purpose, and to 

identify problems and improvements. 
• Develops and implements records management program for filing, protection, and retrieval of records, and assures 

compliance with program. 
• Prepares manuals and trains workers in use of new forms, reports, procedures or equipment, according to organizational 

policy. 
• recommends purchase of storage equipment, and designs area layout to locate equipment in space available. 
• Gathers and organizes information on problems or procedures. 
• Documents findings of study and prepares recommendations for implementation of new systems, procedures, or 

organizational changes. 
• Analyzes data gathered and develops solutions or alternative methods of proceeding. 
• confers with personnel concerned to ensure successful functioning of newly implemented systems or procedures. 
• Plans study of work problems and procedures, such as organizational change, communications, information flow, 

integrated production methods, inventory control, or cost analysis. 
• Designs, evaluates, recommends, and approves changes of forms and reports. 
• interviews personnel and conducts on-site observation to ascertain unit functions, work performed, and methods, 

equipment, and personnel used. 

Management Analysts         
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data       
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

160 $13.29 $17.33 $27.53 $39.96 $48.41

northeAst, mn 170 $13.34 $17.36 $28.55 $40.23 $48.65

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

8,270 $25.07 $30.86 $39.32 $51.08 $68.40

minnesotA 9,230 $24.70 $30.46 $38.89 $50.21 $67.03

us 536,310 $21.56 $28.61 $38.38 $51.17 $68.15
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computer Software developers, Systems Software (15-1133)

occupational Description:
research, design, develop, and test operating systems-level software, compilers, and network distribution software for 
medical, industrial, military, communications, aerospace, business, scientific, and general computing applications. set 
operational specifications and formulate and analyze software requirements. Apply principles and techniques of computer 
science, engineering, and mathematical analysis.

tasks for computer software engineers, systems software
• Analyzes software requirements to determine feasibility of design within time and cost constraints. 
• Analyzes information to determine, recommend, and plan layout for type of computers and peripheral equipment 

modifications to existing systems. 
• evaluates factors such as reporting formats required, cost constraints, and need for security restrictions to determine 

hardware configuration. 
• consults with engineering staff to evaluate interface between hardware and software and operational and performance 

requirements of overall system. 
• trains users to use new or modified equipment. 
• recommends purchase of equipment to control dust, temperature, and humidity in area of system installation. 
• enters data into computer terminal to store, retrieve, and manipulate data for analysis of system capabilities and 

requirements. 
• specifies power supply requirements and configuration. 
• consults with customer concerning maintenance of software system. 
• monitors functioning of equipment to ensure system operates in conformance with specifications. 
• coordinates installation of software system. 
• Develops and directs software system testing procedures, programming, and documentation. 
• confers with data processing and project managers to obtain information on limitations and capabilities for data 

processing projects. 
• formulates and designs software system, using scientific analysis and mathematical models to predict and measure 

outcome and consequences of design. 

computer Software developers, Systems Software regional Wage information    
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

20 $38.72 $41.89 $46.99 $55.24 $81.18

northeAst, mn 20 $38.72 $41.89 $46.99 $55.24 $81.18

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

5,630 $31.95 $39.62 $48.10 $57.25 $70.91

minnesotA 7,560 $31.71 $39.15 $47.40 $56.87 $69.62

us 387,050 $30.68 $38.17 $47.45 $59.19 $72.22
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computer Support Specialists (15-1150)

occupational Description: 
Provide technical assistance to computer system users. Answer questions or resolve computer problems for clients 
in person, via telephone or from remote location. may provide assistance concerning the use of computer hardware and 
software, including printing, installation, word processing, electronic mail, and operating systems. exclude “network and 
computer systems Administrators” (15-1071).

tasks for computer support specialists
• installs and performs minor repairs to hardware, software, and peripheral equipment, following design or installation 

specifications. 
• reads technical manuals, confers with users, and conducts computer diagnostics to determine nature of problems and 

provide technical assistance. 
• enters commands and observes system functioning to verify correct operations and detect errors. 
• Prepares evaluations of software and hardware, and submits recommendations to management for review. 
• tests and monitors software, hardware, and peripheral equipment to evaluate use, effectiveness, and adequacy of 

product for user. 
• inspects equipment and reads order sheets to prepare for delivery to users. 
• supervises and coordinates workers engaged in problem-solving, monitoring, and installing data communication 

equipment and software. 
• reads trade magazines and technical manuals, and attends conferences and seminars to maintain knowledge of 

hardware and software. 
• conducts office automation feasibility studies, including workflow analysis, space design, and cost comparison analysis. 
• maintains record of daily data communication transactions, problems and remedial action taken, and installation 

activities. 
• refers major hardware or software problems or defective products to vendors or technicians for service. 
• Develops training materials and procedures, and conducts training programs. 
• confers with staff, users, and management to determine requirements for new systems or modifications. 

computer Support Specialists regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

320 $15.74 $18.80 $24.21 $28.52 $33.81

northeAst, mn 310 $14.68 $18.22 $23.22 $28.02 $33.30

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

9,830 $16.48 $20.21 $24.97 $30.58 $37.01

minnesotA 12,550 $15.86 $19.51 $23.89 $29.75 $36.46

us 632,490 $14.23 $18.17 $23.41 $30.71 $39.88
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computer Programmers (15-1131)

occupational Description:

convert project specifications and statements of problems and procedures to detailed logical flow charts for coding into 
computer language. Develop and write computer programs to store, locate, and retrieve specific documents, data, and 
information. may program web sites.

tasks for computer Programmers
  •  Analyzes, reviews, and rewrites programs, using workflow chart and diagram, applying knowledge of computer     
         capabilities, subject matter, and symbolic logic. 
  •  resolves symbolic formulations, prepares flow charts and block diagrams, and encodes resultant equations for   
        processing. 
  •  Prepares or receives detailed workflow chart and diagram to illustrate sequence of steps to describe input, output,  
         and logical operation. 
  • revises or directs revision of existing programs to increase operating efficiency or adapt to new requirements. 
  • compiles and writes documentation of program development and subsequent revisions. 
  • trains subordinates in programming and program coding. 
  • Assigns, coordinates, and reviews work and activities of programming personnel. 
  • Assists computer operators or system analysts to resolve problems in running computer program. 
  • collaborates with computer manufacturers and other users to develop new programming methods. 
  • Prepares records and reports. 
  • Writes instructions to guide operating personnel during production runs. 
  • consults with managerial and engineering and technical personnel to clarify program intent, identify problems, and  
        suggest changes. 
  • Develops programs from workflow charts or diagrams, considering computer storage capacity, speed, and intended 

use of output data. 
  • converts detailed logical flow chart to language processible by computer. 

computer Programmers regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

80 $19.41 $25.02 $29.86 $39.28 $46.86

northeAst, mn 100 $17.09 $21.74 $28.71 $39.12 $47.58

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

4,860 $21.05 $26.70 $33.76 $41.93 $48.39

minnesotA 5,690 $20.96 $26.40 $33.31 $41.65 $49.51

us 320,100 $20.50 $26.94 $35.68 $45.45 $56.79
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computer Software developers, Applications (15-1132)

occupational Description:
Develop, create, and modify general computer applications software or specialized utility programs. Analyze user needs 
and develop software solutions. Design software or customize software for client use with the aim of optimizing operational 
efficiency. may analyze and design databases within an application area, working individually or coordinating database 
development as part of a team. exclude “computer hardware engineers” (17-2061).

tasks for computer software engineers, Applications
  • Analyzes software requirements to determine feasibility of design within time and cost constraints. 
  • Analyzes information to determine, recommend, and plan layout for type of computers and peripheral equipment 
        modifications to existing systems. 
  • formulates and designs software system, using scientific analysis and mathematical models to predict and measure 

outcome and consequences of design. 
  • confers with data processing and project managers to obtain information on limitations and capabilities for data 

processing projects. 
  • evaluates factors such as reporting formats required, cost constraints, and need for security restrictions to determine 

hardware configuration. 
  • consults with engineering staff to evaluate interface between hardware and software and operational and performance 
        requirements of overall system. 
  • Develops and directs software system testing procedures, programming, and documentation. 
  • monitors functioning of equipment to ensure system operates in conformance with specifications. 
  • coordinates installation of software system. 
  • trains users to use new or modified equipment. 
  • recommends purchase of equipment to control dust, temperature, and humidity in area of system installation. 
  • enters data into computer terminal to store, retrieve, and manipulate data for analysis of system capabilities 
        and requirements. 
  • specifies power supply requirements and configuration. 
  • consults with customer concerning maintenance of software system. 

computer Software developers, Applications regional Wage information    
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

290 $26.28 $31.25 $34.70 $39.97 $48.85

northeAst, mn 290 $26.06 $31.24 $34.75 $40.28 $49.06

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

11,810 $30.79 $36.32 $44.23 $53.51 $60.56

minnesotA 14,190 $30.24 $35.52 $43.51 $52.84 $59.70

us 539,880 $27.00 $34.53 $43.85 $55.01 $67.04
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network and computer Systems Administrators (15-1142)

occupational Description:

install, configure, and support an organization’s local area network (lAn), wide area network (WAn), and internet system or a 
segment of a network system. maintain network hardware and software. monitor network to ensure network availability to 
all system users and perform necessary maintenance to support network availability. may supervise other network support 
and client server specialists and plan, coordinate, and implement network security measures. exclude “computer support 
specialists” (15-1041).

tasks for network and computer systems Administrators
• Develops plans to safeguard computer files against accidental or unauthorized modification, destruction, or disclosure 

and to meet emergency data processing needs. 
• tests data processing system to ensure functioning of data processing activities and security measures. 
• confers with personnel to discuss issues such as computer data access needs, security violations, and programming 

changes. 
• Writes reports to document computer security and emergency measures policies, procedures, and test results. 
• monitors use of data files and regulates access to safeguard information in computer files. 
• modifies computer security files to incorporate new software, correct errors, or change individual access status. 
• coordinates implementation of computer system plan with establishment personnel and outside vendors. 

network and computer Systems Administrators regional Wage information    
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

230 $17.61 $21.18 $26.90 $33.10 $38.99

northeAst, mn 280 $17.48 $20.92 $26.40 $32.93 $39.43

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

7,230 $24.15 $28.88 $34.77 $42.15 $48.08

minnesotA 8,950 $22.43 $27.32 $33.58 $40.95 $46.99

us 341,800 $21.32 $27.10 $34.86 $44.28 $55.12
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information Security Analysts, Web developers, and 
computer network Architects (15-1179)

occupational Description:

Analyze, design, test, and evaluate network systems, such as local area networks (lAn), wide area networks (WAn), 
internet, intranet, and other data communications systems. Perform network modeling, analysis, and planning. research 
and recommend network and data communications hardware and software. include telecommunications specialists who 
deal with the interfacing of computer and communications equipment. may supervise computer programmers.

tasks for network systems and Data communications Analysts
• Analyzes test data and recommends hardware or software for purchase. 
• reads technical manuals and brochures to determine equipment which meets establishment requirements. 
• identifies areas of operation which need upgraded equipment, such as modems, fiber optic cables, and 
        telephone wires. 
• tests and evaluates hardware and software to determine efficiency, reliability, and compatibility with 
        existing system. 
• monitors system performance. 
• Develops and writes procedures for installation, use, and solving problems of communications hardware 
        and software. 
• conducts survey to determine user needs. 
• trains users in use of equipment. 
• Assists users to identify and solve data communication problems. 
• visits  vendors to learn about available products or services. 
• Develops Web Pages
• monitors and analyzes information technology security

information Security Analysts, Web developers, and computer network Architects   
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

150 $19.01 $22.09 $29.01 $35.81 $43.80

northeAst, mn 160 $19.04 $22.21 $29.27 $35.90 $42.77

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

5,890 $25.05 $31.95 $39.75 $47.96 $56.19

minnesotA 6,790 $24.58 $31.43 $39.04 $47.67 $56.23

us 272,670 $21.01 $28.64 $38.30 $49.89 $61.33
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computer Hardware Engineers (17-2061)

occupational Description:

research, design, develop, and test computer or computer-related equipment for commercial, industrial, military, or scientific 
use. may supervise the manufacturing and installation of computer or computer-related equipment and components. exclude 
“computer software engineers, Applications” (15-1031) and “computer software engineers, systems software” (15-1032).

tasks for computer hardware engineers
• Analyzes software requirements to determine feasibility of design within time and cost constraints. 
• evaluates factors such as reporting formats required, cost constraints, and need for security restrictions to determine 

hardware configuration. 
• formulates and designs software system, using scientific analysis and mathematical models to predict and measure 

outcome and consequences of design. 
• Develops and directs software system testing procedures, programming, and documentation. 
• monitors functioning of equipment to ensure system operates in conformance with specifications. 
• specifies power supply requirements and configuration. 
• recommends purchase of equipment to control dust, temperature, and humidity in area of system installation. 
• trains users to use new or modified equipment. 
• enters data into computer terminal to store, retrieve, and manipulate data for analysis of system capabilities and 

requirements. 
• consults with customer concerning maintenance of software system. 
• coordinates installation of software system. 
• confers with data processing and project managers to obtain information on limitations and capabilities for data 

processing projects. 
• Analyzes information to determine, recommend, and plan layout for type of computers and peripheral equipment 

modifications to existing systems. 
• consults with engineering staff to evaluate interface between hardware and software and operational and performance 

requirements of overall system. 

computer Hardware Engineers regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

northeAst, mn N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

840 $31.76 $38.85 $47.72 $58.34 $68.49

minnesotA 1,250 $32.12 $38.31 $47.25 $60.18 $69.59

us 71,990 $30.65 $38.13 $48.44 $60.27 $72.51
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database Administrators (15-1411)

occupational description:

coordinate changes to computer databases, test and implement the database applying knowledge of database management 
systems. may plan, coordinate, and implement security measures to safeguard computer databases. 

tasks for Database Administrators
• Writes logical and physical data base descriptions including location, space, access method, and security. 
• codes data base descriptions and specifies identifiers of data base to management system or directs others in coding 

descriptions. 
• tests, corrects errors, and modifies changes to programs or to data base. 
• Develops data model describing data elements and how they are used, following procedures using pen, template or 

computer software. 
• establishes and calculates optimum values for data base parameters, using manuals and calculator. 
• reviews project request describing data base user needs, estimating time and cost required to accomplish project. 
• Directs programmers and analysts to make changes to data base management system. 
• selects and enters codes to monitor data base performance and to create production data base. 
• trains users and answers questions. 
• specifies user and user access levels for each segment of data base. 
• revises company definition of data as defined in data dictionary. 
• confers with coworkers to determine scope and limitations of project. 
• reviews procedures in data base management system manuals for making changes to data base. 
• reviews workflow charts developed by programmer analyst to understand tasks computer will perform, such as 

updating records. 

database Administrators regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

60 $17.11 $19.89 $23.70 $29.15 $42.88

northeAst, mn 50 $18.75 $21.13 $25.34 $34.08 $46.86

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

2,220 $23.70 $30.98 $39.18 $48.29 $55.72

minnesotA 2,500 $22.85 $30.14 $38.03 $47.64 $55.39

us 108,500 $20.80 $27.43 $36.93 $47.47 $57.41
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computer and information Systems Managers (11-3021)

occupational Description:

Plan, direct, or coordinate activities in such fields as electronic data processing, information systems, systems analysis, and 
computer programming. exclude “computer specialists” (15-1011 through 15-1099).

tasks for computer and information systems managers
• evaluates data processing project proposals and assesses project feasibility. 
• Directs daily operations of department and coordinates project activities with other departments. 
• Develops and interprets organizational goals, policies, and procedures, and reviews project plans. 
• Directs training of subordinates. 
• Participates in staffing decisions. 
• Develops performance standards and evaluates work in light of established standards. 
• Analyzes workflow and assigns or schedules work to meet priorities and goals. 
• meets with department heads, managers, supervisors, vendors, and others to solicit cooperation and 
        resolve problems. 
• Approves, prepares, monitors, and adjusts operational budget. 
• consults with  users, management, vendors, and technicians to determine computing needs and 
        system requirements. 
• Prepares and reviews operational reports or project progress reports. 

computer and information Systems Managers regional Wage information    
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data       
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011  

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

210 $30.44 $38.86 $42.97 $47.52 $56.46

northeAst, mn 210 $28.58 $38.54 $42.85 $47.74 $56.68

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

8,190 $40.44 $48.56 $56.30 $67.78 >$80.00

minnesotA 9,480 $39.21 $47.51 $55.74 $67.53 >$80.00

us 300,830 $35.84 $45.35 $57.88 $72.83 >$80.00
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computer operators (43-9011)

occupational Description:

monitor and control electronic computer and peripheral electronic data processing equipment to process business, 
scientific, engineering, and other data according to operating instructions. may enter commands at a computer terminal and 
set controls on computer and peripheral devices. monitor and respond to operating and error messages. exclude “Data entry 
Keyers” (43-9021).

tasks for computer operators
• enters commands, using computer terminal, and activates controls on computer and peripheral equipment to integrate 

and operate equipment. 
• Diagnoses reasons for equipment malfunction and enters commands to correct error or stoppage and resume operations. 
• records information, such as computer operating time and problems which occurred, such as down time, and 
        actions taken. 
• clears equipment at end of operating run and reviews schedule to determine next assignment. 
• Assists workers in classifying, cataloging, and maintaining tapes. 
• separates output, when needed, and sends data to specified users. 
• notifies supervisor of errors or equipment stoppage. 
• Answers telephone calls to assist computer users encountering problems. 
• reads job set-up instructions to determine equipment to be used and order of use. 
• observes peripheral equipment operation and error messages displayed on terminal monitor to detect faulty output or 

machine stoppage. 
• enters commands to clear computer system and start operation, using keyboard of computer terminal. 
• loads peripheral equipment with selected materials for operating runs, or oversees loading of peripheral equipment by 

peripheral equipment operators. 

computer operators regional Wage information      
occupational Employment Statistics (oES) Wage data      
Wages updated to Fourth Quarter 2012, Employment data is from 2011    

Percentiles
geography employment 10th 25th Median 75th 90th

Duluth-suPerior
mn-Wi msA

10 $13.30 $15.11 $19.83 $24.23 $26.79

northeAst, mn 20 $12.82 $15.41 $17.83 $22.97 $26.68

minneAPolis-st. 
PAul msA

710 $12.86 $15.83 $19.78 $23.85 $28.16

minnesotA 890 $12.78 $15.36 $19.34 $23.47 $27.69

us 77,280 $11.18 $14.25 $18.67 $23.65 $28.48
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AppendiX iv 
 

lAtency stuDy for  
GreAter minneAPolis - st. PAul

Latency Study

Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul (GMSP) Regional Economic Development Partnership

City X Chicago Seattle
San 

Francisco Santa Clara Los Angeles Denver Phoenix Dallas Houston
Washington, 

DC
Kansas City, 

MO

Carrier

Level3 10.89 49.56 63.76 65.28 65.89 29.87 61.24 32.11 35.87 29.08 14.58

CenturyLink 11.21 48.98 62.70 64.92 63.36 26.76 58.40 29.71 33.13 31.10 16.20

Verizon 10.67 50.21 64.88 66.03 65.45 29.99 63.39 33.51 34.23 33.12 13.66

Average 10.92 49.58 63.78 65.41 64.90 28.87 61.01 31.78 34.41 31.10 14.81

City X St. Louis Boston Indianapolis Cincinnati Charlotte, SC Nashville Atlanta Newark Miami Cleveland Dayton, OH

Carrier

Level3 20.03 44.12 17.66 20.58 43.30 26.54 35.67 37.32 59.20 22.77 22.68

CenturyLink 22.65 45.69 16.37 22.38 46.76 24.82 32.60 35.59 62.14 19.15 23.54

Verizon 19.58 42.52 16.37 24.19 42.01 27.33 34.25 33.71 60.88 18.10 22.96

Average 20.75 44.11 16.80 22.38 44.02 26.23 34.17 35.54 60.74 20.01 23.06

City X Pittsburgh Detroit Philadelphia Akron Ashburn Toledo New York Toronto London Hong Kong Tokyo

Carrier

Level3 25.41 20.89 35.57 24.10 35.34 18.40 35.92 35.13 105.65 160.05 158.60

CenturyLink 26.79 23.77 36.73 25.91 35.57 19.98 34.23

Verizon 22.44 24.82 34.30 26.21 32.45 20.39 32.07

Average 24.88 23.16 35.53 25.41 34.45 19.59 34.07 11.71 35.22 53.35 52.87

All figures represented are based on avaiable route analysis, distance measurements and calculated latency factors.  
All calculations represent round-trip latency in milliseconds, using a layer 1 topology
International routes are mixed-provider routes

Round-trip Latency from the 511 Building (in milliseconds)

GMSP Latency Matrix
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Executive Summary
The latency profile for the Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul (GMSP) area is excellent despite its geographic location away from 
other more notable markets such as Chicago, New York, Washington, DC, etc.  

The GMSP area is home to a rich supply of high-density metro fiber infrastructure and diverse long-haul fiber routes.  As 

such, GMSP’s metropolitan area can support a wide variety of vertical markets that require data, voice or video oriented 

services.

By comparison, Minneapolis-St. Paul exhibits 

network latency characteristics that are… 

• Slightly	higher	than	Boston	and	New	York

• Lower	than	New	York	City	to	Washington,	DC

• Much	lower	than	Miami	to	Atlanta

The latency requirements of virtually any 

application can be met in GMSP if a network and 

supporting infrastructure are designed properly. 

The rare latency-sensitive exceptions would 

include synchronous replication or active/active 

application where the latency must be less than 

6-7 milliseconds.  It is always recommended that 

a specific network requirement design review be 

undertaken to ensure that all factors are considered 

when selecting a data center location.

Improvements could be made by carriers to decrease the latency on the long-haul networks by optimizing, modernizing or 

upgrading the network components.  The paths can also be straightened to further decrease the distances and the effective 

latency along these routes.  Normally, when an optimization effort is undertaken, the metro and long-haul fiber is streamlined 

as part of the process.  

A specialized, low latency design could be implemented to further reduce latency to approximately 15% lower than the 

posted results.  Such a specialized route would be expensive to implement but could be done based on the route analysis. 

The latency is derived from a mix of available carriers and represents an average available latency.  

Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul (GMSP) 
Regional Economic Development Partnership

GMSP enjoys abundant connectivity throughout the metro and 
surrounding areas
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Executive Summary
The latency profile for the Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul (GMSP) area is excellent despite its geographic location away from 
other more notable markets such as Chicago, New York, Washington, DC, etc.  

The GMSP area is home to a rich supply of high-density metro fiber infrastructure and diverse long-haul fiber routes.  As 

such, GMSP’s metropolitan area can support a wide variety of vertical markets that require data, voice or video oriented 

services.

By comparison, Minneapolis-St. Paul exhibits 

network latency characteristics that are… 

• Slightly	higher	than	Boston	and	New	York

• Lower	than	New	York	City	to	Washington,	DC

• Much	lower	than	Miami	to	Atlanta

The latency requirements of virtually any 

application can be met in GMSP if a network and 

supporting infrastructure are designed properly. 

The rare latency-sensitive exceptions would 

include synchronous replication or active/active 

application where the latency must be less than 

6-7 milliseconds.  It is always recommended that 

a specific network requirement design review be 

undertaken to ensure that all factors are considered 

when selecting a data center location.

Improvements could be made by carriers to decrease the latency on the long-haul networks by optimizing, modernizing or 

upgrading the network components.  The paths can also be straightened to further decrease the distances and the effective 

latency along these routes.  Normally, when an optimization effort is undertaken, the metro and long-haul fiber is streamlined 

as part of the process.  

A specialized, low latency design could be implemented to further reduce latency to approximately 15% lower than the 

posted results.  Such a specialized route would be expensive to implement but could be done based on the route analysis. 

The latency is derived from a mix of available carriers and represents an average available latency.  

Greater Minneapolis Saint Paul (GMSP) 
Regional Economic Development Partnership

GMSP enjoys abundant connectivity throughout the metro and 
surrounding areas

NEF Latency 
Study

Report Background
NEF is professional services firm that provides research, analysis, consulting and planning for large infrastructure projects 

such as fiber optic network deployments, municipal conduit systems, data center site selection and more. This study 

focuses on the network latency of commercially available facilities-based telecommunications services that support the 

Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul area. The content includes background on latency as well as an analysis of long-haul routes 

and the related metro connectivity to provide telecommunications network services. The information and analysis contained 

in this report is based upon data obtained from a wide variety of sources, including, but not limited to service providers, in-

house resources, historical records, interviews with subject matter experts and facility owners/operators.  

For the network portion of the report, NEF focused primarily on facilities-based providers. Facilities-based service providers 

are those that own and operate their own fiber network. Some service providers routinely lease fiber from other service 

providers; others lease fiber when they are out of their own operating area. Of the facilities-based service providers, some 

will lease dark fiber to other service providers or end users, while others only sell telecommunications or “lit” services. The 

telecommunications industry is evolving quickly and the best source for information about what the service providers are 

currently selling will always be from the service providers directly. Likewise metro networks are constantly expanding, and 

new buildings are being lit by service providers every day. 

Most service providers have been generous in providing network maps and information; however, many do not allow public 

dissemination of their routes. The physical layer of the networks is always expanding, and the service providers and the 

services they offer continue to evolve. The service providers, of course, have the most up-to-date network and service 

information available. The service providers are presented in no specific order in keeping with NEF’s provider neutral 

position. The maps show the routes which the fiber networks take into and near the locations of interest. 

NEF team of analysts strives to be accurate and thorough in the research and creation of this report; and while reasonable 

care has been taken in the preparation of this report, there is the possibility of errors and omissions in facts, figures or 

material.  Information, statistics and data from a wide span of time has been included for the directional and historical 

value it represents.   The intent of this report is to provide data and analysis that would be valuable in the data center site 

selection process and is not meant to take the place of any due diligence, specific investigational work or similar fact finding 

endeavors. 
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Network Overview
The rich fiber infrastructure in the immediate GMSP and surrounding area could support up to a Tier 4 data center.  By 

contrast, a data center without ample fiber-based network connections is virtually useless, as the viability and success of 

most any network or data center is amplified by its connections to the outside world. Networks that support a data center 

have many different characteristics that affect their capabilities, reliability and performance.   Components such as latency, 

path diversity (ingress/egress), long-haul networks, and metro networks are the four key factors in evaluating a location or 

data center’s network connectivity. The following explanations illuminate each facet of the network in GMSP.

Latency to Key Locations from Minneapolis-St. Paul

Akron
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30.96 32.59 36.06 36.08 36.16 36.83 36.98 37.99 39.90 44.74

Boston Seattle Miami Phoenix San Fran. Santa Clara Los Angeles London Hong Kong Tokyo Shaghai

45.78 49.20 59.67 62.32 64.26 65.12 65.90 109.89 164.30 164.30 253.72
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Network Overview
The rich fiber infrastructure in the immediate GMSP and surrounding area could support up to a Tier 4 data center.  By 

contrast, a data center without ample fiber-based network connections is virtually useless, as the viability and success of 

most any network or data center is amplified by its connections to the outside world. Networks that support a data center 

have many different characteristics that affect their capabilities, reliability and performance.   Components such as latency, 

path diversity (ingress/egress), long-haul networks, and metro networks are the four key factors in evaluating a location or 

data center’s network connectivity. The following explanations illuminate each facet of the network in GMSP.

Latency to Key Locations from Minneapolis-St. Paul
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45.78 49.20 59.67 62.32 64.26 65.12 65.90 109.89 164.30 164.30 253.72
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Path Diversity (Ingress/Egress)

Having one entry point into a data center is a recipe for systematic failure. The network reliability of a data center, whether 

leased or owned, is directly affected by the diversity of fiber network paths entering and exiting a facility.  Consequently, it is 

vital to understand and ensure that there are multiple ingress/egress paths, diverse service providers and some controlled 

and documented system for managing this critical aspect of the data center’s connectivity.

The standard rating system for data centers revolves around uptime, which is a percentage that states how reliable a data 

center operates with a focus on redundancy and diversity.  For example, a Tier 4 rating indicates that any two systems 

operate completely independently of one another. Many Tier 3 & 4 data centers have at least three (3) or four (4) ingress/

egress systems in place, managing the fiber that touches their facilities in a diverse, secure and controlled method.

Long-Haul Networks

The long-haul networks are fiber-optic based networks that provide a standardized method of transporting traffic from state 

to state and city to city. They can be visualized like the highway system that crisscrosses the United States. In relationship 

to data centers, long-haul networks are the key backbone for transporting data and voice services, as they “mesh” with the 

local, metro networks to ensure that the traffic gets delivered.   

Long-haul networks are typically designed to transport data and voice services between major markets.  These networks 

connect to a central “hub” facility (data center) in a given city and then exit the city in another direction.  

Most of the major metropolitan areas in the United States have robust and diverse connections to long-haul networks. 

(See the	US	Long-Haul	Networks	Diagram	below.)
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Long-Haul Network Map

The Minneapolis/St. Paul region is supported by many different long-haul networks.  The primary northern long-haul route, 

which transitions through Chicago, traverses straight through the center of the GMSP.  This route can connect directly to 

Chicago, allowing access to a wide variety of optimized, low latency and ultra-low latency networks. Chicago is one of the 

top internet peering points in the United States.  This route also connects directly to Seattle, using an optimized route design 

to support lower latency applications.  There are five (5) other long-haul networks that support the GMSP region.  These 

long-haul networks, combined with the many available metro networks, ensure that GMSP can support a large variety of 

corporate business applications and commercial/ retail data centers.

Data centers act as the beginning and end points for long-haul segments of fiber between two major metropolitan areas.  

These facilities house the equipment used to light the fiber segments.  The type of equipment is based on a variety of 

factors, such as the age of the network, services deployed, and cost.  Typical configurations for fiber-based long-haul 

services are SONET and DWDM (wavelengths). Some metro Ethernet is used but typically only on shorter inter-metro 

configurations like Minneapolis to St. Paul.

NEF Latency 
Study

Most long-haul networks connect to large, well-established data centers, because inside the data centers the long-haul 

networks interface with the metro network distribution system. Many metro-area service providers can then increase their 

service offerings by utilizing the available long-haul networks. In addition to providing long-haul transport, the same networks 

and network paths provide the backbone for the Internet and the various Layer 2 & Layer 3 networks throughout the world. 

This is why there are several different long-haul fiber paths and providers going into major metropolitan areas. 

Metro Network Map

Metro networks are more like the side streets and roads that support transportation within the town or city. As with the road 

infrastructure, metro networks typically have some kind of “on-ramp” to the long-haul network.  This “on-ramp” connection 

is oftentimes the same “hub” where the long-haul networks terminate or transition through in a given area.   Most metro 

networks are dynamic and built on customer demand.  Many are built in a protected ring fashion, while others are built in a 

linear fashion to provide services to a single building.  Regardless of their design, the metro networks are critical in providing  

the link to the long-haul and existing data centers in a given area.  In the case of Minneapolis, for instance, most networks

touch or can touch the “511 Building” at 511 11th Street in the core of the city.  
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Most long-haul networks connect to large, well-established data centers, because inside the data centers the long-haul 

networks interface with the metro network distribution system. Many metro-area service providers can then increase their 

service offerings by utilizing the available long-haul networks. In addition to providing long-haul transport, the same networks 

and network paths provide the backbone for the Internet and the various Layer 2 & Layer 3 networks throughout the world. 

This is why there are several different long-haul fiber paths and providers going into major metropolitan areas. 

Metro Network Map

Metro networks are more like the side streets and roads that support transportation within the town or city. As with the road 

infrastructure, metro networks typically have some kind of “on-ramp” to the long-haul network.  This “on-ramp” connection 

is oftentimes the same “hub” where the long-haul networks terminate or transition through in a given area.   Most metro 

networks are dynamic and built on customer demand.  Many are built in a protected ring fashion, while others are built in a 

linear fashion to provide services to a single building.  Regardless of their design, the metro networks are critical in providing  

the link to the long-haul and existing data centers in a given area.  In the case of Minneapolis, for instance, most networks

touch or can touch the “511 Building” at 511 11th Street in the core of the city.  
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Latency Background 

Latency is defined as the time it takes for data to be transmitted from one point to another, across a network platform.   

Normally, this is expressed as Round Trip Delay (RTD) as data is sent and an acknowledgement of that data being received 

must be returned to the sender to ensure validity is maintained.

In telecom networks, “latency” is the term used to describe the amount of time it takes for data to travel round-trip from a 

point to a destination and back. Extrinsic factors businesses face such as competition, compliance or software applications 

drive the need for latency sensitive networks. For some businesses latency is a critical requirement in their IT infrastructure 

planning and for others a “nice to have” element of their network. Still others may not have any need for a lower latency 

network solution. It has become an important enough element of network design that companies should at least be aware of 

latency and how it affects their IT infrastructure and related applications that drive their business.

Multiple factors affect latency such as physical distance, natural and man-made obstructions, equipment and data 

processing. Fiber optic technology is based on light as a medium, and the speed of light travels at approximately 186,000 

miles per second, which equates to 700 million miles per hour (299,792,458 meters per second).  However, current 

technology has not completely harnessed nature’s capabilities, so even with fiber optics, which is a transmission media 

capable of bending and controlling light-waves, only 80-85% of the speed of light can be achieved with today’s equipment. 

The general rule of thumb for calculating latency is using 8.2 microseconds per mile for a fiber-based solution 

with newer equipment designs. 

The latency of a terrestrial network is based on two main factors:

• Fiber	route	length	(most	important	factor)

• Architecture	(metro	Ethernet,	optical	waves,	hybrid)

Because the actual length of the fiber route is the overriding element in calculating latency, long-haul fiber has the greatest 

impact on the speed of a network. In calculating long-haul latency, the metro network latency must be factored in to the 

measurement along with the long-haul paths themselves.  Because metro networks are typically built over shorter distances, 

their effect on the overall latency is relatively minimal.   However, there are cases where the metro network design and 

equipment are not optimized to support latency-sensitive services.  

Compounding the inefficiencies of human-created media and technology, deployed fiber optic networks rarely follow a 

straight and direct line. Instead, networks have followed the railways, highways and transportation corridors which are never 

straight due to geological obstacles and right-of-way disputes.  Most of the networks that are currently available are not “as 

the crow flies” routes.  However, many providers have optimized their routes to create shorter connects between two points.

Companies with a business model based on speed of data transmission are constantly seeking a faster network alternative, 

and in turn fiber providers have sought to create solutions that address that demand. In some cases, these “ultra” low 

latency networks use a microwave transmission design because such a design is considered “line of sight” which delivers 

the shortest possible distance between two points.  Deploying this technology has its drawbacks, but for some applications 

it is the best fit.  
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The majority of latency sensitive networks are centered on similar locations or hubs, and thus several providers have 

optimized fibers along a specific path in order to create low latency routes between two points.  The optimization focuses on 

the two key factors of physical path distance and the latest advancements in equipment. These routes are typically owned 

by larger providers including AT&T, Verizon, Windstream and Level3; however, there are some smaller, niche providers that 

focus their business entirely around offering the lowest latency services available. Their networks are designed, deployed 

and optimized solely for the purpose of being faster than the next.

Types of Networks

There are five (5) basic types of network architectures that are prevalent in the industry, as they apply to latency and 

transport services:

1. Long-haul	Legacy	Non-Optimized

2. Long-haul	Optimized

3. Low	Latency	Networks

4. Ultra	Low	Latency	Networks

5. Metro	networks

Long-Haul Legacy – are essentially networks that are older (15 plus years,) both in regard to the equipment powering the 

networks as well as the fiber that was deployed.   As in most things of our world, efficiency and capabilities tend to increase 

considerably over time.  These older networks have equipment that was primarily designed for lower speed networks, with 

very little emphasis on latency.  Technically, these networks were designed and deployed for voice, primarily.    

Long-Haul Optimized – are essentially networks that have either undergone optical gear upgrades, some redesigns to cut 

out excess fiber mileage or generally been “optimized” to provide more capabilities and lower latencies between city pairs.   

Low Latency Networks – these networks were specifically engineered and designed (and continue to be) to provide 

exceptional latency characteristics at higher bandwidth (typically 10Gigabit.)   Initially, these networks were deployed or 

optimized for the financial services sector, but as the low latency demand has increased for other business applications 

more of these low latency networks are being deployed or created.  For instance, there are over eight low latency networks 

between Chicago and New York City nowadays.

Ultra Low Latency Networks – these networks were purpose-built networks, using the straightest paths possible, to ensure 

that the minimum latencies were achieved between two points.  These networks, to date, have been deployed exclusively for 

the financial services sector, as their costs are extremely high.    Some of these networks are using point to point microwave 

to create the shortest possible path between two points.    As in all things “telecom,” these networks will be open for use by 

other business applications as the costs come down.  Most of these networks are configured between New York, Chicago, 

New Jersey, Washington DC, Philadelphia and London.

NEF Latency 
Study

Metro Networks – as previously stated, Metro Networks typically “hub” from a carrier hotel or large data center.  In the case 

of Boston, for instance, most networks touch or can touch 1 Summer Street, in the core of the city.   This kind of design 

ensures that you get many interconnection options to both other metro networks as well as the long-haul.  Essentially, these 

“hubs” act as the backbone of the modern day “internet” for each city.  Normally, there are multiple “hubs” in each city.

Because every network has its own characteristic, the latency associated with Metro Networks is a critical piece of then the 

latency equation.  One service provider might use SONET architecture, which will have very good latency characteristics 

for some applications; while another provider might use older Metro Ethernet equipment that could add 10-15 millisecond 

of latency, depending upon the design.  The long haul transport latency can be fixed, especially in an all, Layer 1, optical 

networks; whereas the latency in a Metro can fluctuate based on the number of nodes or “hops.”   Many Metro Networks 

can be designed as Layer 1 (pure transport,) but most operate on a Layer 2 or Layer 3 architecture, which has more latency. 

Historical Perspective of Latency

Latency has always been an issue in one form or another in communications. From postal mail a few centuries ago to today’s 

cutting edge global communications networks, transmitting information faster from one point to another has always been 

the goal. When voice calls had to be manually patched through by an operator, it was annoying enough that an undertaker 

named Almon Strowger invented a switch to replace the manual operator patch panels.  More recently, the wireless 

telecommunications and internet revolution created latency issues that had to be addressed by innovation.  Many can recall 

the early days of AOL and other destination web-based services that were wrought with inefficiencies and slow delivery.

There have been many advances in equipment, networks and the respective applications all focused on negating or limiting 

the effects of latency.  However, because latency is a factor in voice, video, storage, transactional and a variety of other 

applications or services, companies should be mindful when selecting facilities to ensure that required services can be 

delivered.

The New Latency Dynamic – Financial Networks

Around 2006, financial institutions and hedge funds became a powerful force driving low latency networks. Financial firms 

began to understand and exploit the variations in latency and created divisions within their companies that focused on 

trading financial instruments.  These groups are known as algorithmic and high frequency traders.

Algorithmic trading (algo) – is automatic trading methodology based on the use of software applications that enter and 

manage trade orders using mathematically-based rules with no manual intervention.  

High Frequency Trading (HFT) – an off-shoot of algo trading, high frequency trading takes transactions involving world 

markets to a new level, manufacturing fractional cents based on the timing of the trades and the speed of the transactions.  

This niche’s entire existence revolves around creating the lowest latency possible.  
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The majority of latency sensitive networks are centered on similar locations or hubs, and thus several providers have 

optimized fibers along a specific path in order to create low latency routes between two points.  The optimization focuses on 

the two key factors of physical path distance and the latest advancements in equipment. These routes are typically owned 

by larger providers including AT&T, Verizon, Windstream and Level3; however, there are some smaller, niche providers that 

focus their business entirely around offering the lowest latency services available. Their networks are designed, deployed 

and optimized solely for the purpose of being faster than the next.

Types of Networks

There are five (5) basic types of network architectures that are prevalent in the industry, as they apply to latency and 

transport services:

1. Long-haul	Legacy	Non-Optimized

2. Long-haul	Optimized

3. Low	Latency	Networks

4. Ultra	Low	Latency	Networks

5. Metro	networks

Long-Haul Legacy – are essentially networks that are older (15 plus years,) both in regard to the equipment powering the 

networks as well as the fiber that was deployed.   As in most things of our world, efficiency and capabilities tend to increase 

considerably over time.  These older networks have equipment that was primarily designed for lower speed networks, with 

very little emphasis on latency.  Technically, these networks were designed and deployed for voice, primarily.    

Long-Haul Optimized – are essentially networks that have either undergone optical gear upgrades, some redesigns to cut 

out excess fiber mileage or generally been “optimized” to provide more capabilities and lower latencies between city pairs.   

Low Latency Networks – these networks were specifically engineered and designed (and continue to be) to provide 

exceptional latency characteristics at higher bandwidth (typically 10Gigabit.)   Initially, these networks were deployed or 

optimized for the financial services sector, but as the low latency demand has increased for other business applications 

more of these low latency networks are being deployed or created.  For instance, there are over eight low latency networks 

between Chicago and New York City nowadays.

Ultra Low Latency Networks – these networks were purpose-built networks, using the straightest paths possible, to ensure 

that the minimum latencies were achieved between two points.  These networks, to date, have been deployed exclusively for 

the financial services sector, as their costs are extremely high.    Some of these networks are using point to point microwave 

to create the shortest possible path between two points.    As in all things “telecom,” these networks will be open for use by 

other business applications as the costs come down.  Most of these networks are configured between New York, Chicago, 

New Jersey, Washington DC, Philadelphia and London.
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Metro Networks – as previously stated, Metro Networks typically “hub” from a carrier hotel or large data center.  In the case 

of Boston, for instance, most networks touch or can touch 1 Summer Street, in the core of the city.   This kind of design 

ensures that you get many interconnection options to both other metro networks as well as the long-haul.  Essentially, these 

“hubs” act as the backbone of the modern day “internet” for each city.  Normally, there are multiple “hubs” in each city.

Because every network has its own characteristic, the latency associated with Metro Networks is a critical piece of then the 

latency equation.  One service provider might use SONET architecture, which will have very good latency characteristics 

for some applications; while another provider might use older Metro Ethernet equipment that could add 10-15 millisecond 

of latency, depending upon the design.  The long haul transport latency can be fixed, especially in an all, Layer 1, optical 

networks; whereas the latency in a Metro can fluctuate based on the number of nodes or “hops.”   Many Metro Networks 

can be designed as Layer 1 (pure transport,) but most operate on a Layer 2 or Layer 3 architecture, which has more latency. 

Historical Perspective of Latency

Latency has always been an issue in one form or another in communications. From postal mail a few centuries ago to today’s 

cutting edge global communications networks, transmitting information faster from one point to another has always been 

the goal. When voice calls had to be manually patched through by an operator, it was annoying enough that an undertaker 

named Almon Strowger invented a switch to replace the manual operator patch panels.  More recently, the wireless 

telecommunications and internet revolution created latency issues that had to be addressed by innovation.  Many can recall 

the early days of AOL and other destination web-based services that were wrought with inefficiencies and slow delivery.

There have been many advances in equipment, networks and the respective applications all focused on negating or limiting 

the effects of latency.  However, because latency is a factor in voice, video, storage, transactional and a variety of other 

applications or services, companies should be mindful when selecting facilities to ensure that required services can be 

delivered.

The New Latency Dynamic – Financial Networks

Around 2006, financial institutions and hedge funds became a powerful force driving low latency networks. Financial firms 

began to understand and exploit the variations in latency and created divisions within their companies that focused on 

trading financial instruments.  These groups are known as algorithmic and high frequency traders.

Algorithmic trading (algo) – is automatic trading methodology based on the use of software applications that enter and 

manage trade orders using mathematically-based rules with no manual intervention.  

High Frequency Trading (HFT) – an off-shoot of algo trading, high frequency trading takes transactions involving world 

markets to a new level, manufacturing fractional cents based on the timing of the trades and the speed of the transactions.  

This niche’s entire existence revolves around creating the lowest latency possible.  
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Speculations of profits associated with algo/HFT are as numerous as the dollars themselves.  It has been postulated that 

firms that employ these trading techniques made profits in excess of $20 billion in 2009.  In recent discussions with industry 

players, NEF has learned that a first place position in trading (lowest possible latency for a single financial instrument) is 

thought to be worth in excess of $20 million per month. It stands to reason that the amount of money spent by these firms to 

ensure their networks are streamlined and optimized is substantial.

This demand for reduced latency created new fiber pathways between financial hubs most notably Chicago to New York, 

Chicago to Washington DC and New York to Washington, DC.  While other low latency paths that have been created, 

the Chicago-NY-DC routes are the main networks that have been built or optimized to satisfy the push to create “zero” 

latency. These routes reflect the locations of the two largest financial areas within the United States, NY and Chicago.   The 

Washington, DC destination is used primarily for data associated with the algorithmic trading programs.

Fast or Slow – Content Delivery

Content Delivery Networks, also known as CDNs, are simply large, national or 

international, well-distributed networks that interconnect at the carrier hotels or data 

centers along the path. In simplest terms, these networks power much of the Internet. 

Think of all the applications like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, even on-line banking, etc.   

These sites are all using some kind of CDN to create the best delivery of services. When a 

user clicks on a web-page, quite a bit goes on in the background during the time it takes 

for the user to see the result of his or her click.  The CDNs are responsible for making 

sure the Internet experience is the best that it can be within the limits of both a network 

connection and a network’s capabilities.  

Latency in this instance is, simply, delay.  If a user has too much delay in a video, for example, the user would quickly 

become disenchanted with the video and move on to something else. The value in a well optimized, high performance CDN 

can be clearly seen in companies like Amazon or Google, where most transactions happen as fast as a user can click, with 

the only limiting factor being the connection speed to their services.  If a business requires content, video, and/or streams of 

data for its workforce, then the experience is only as good as the company’s connection to the networks that provide such 

quality content.

Real-time Data – Storage/Replication, Cloud or Intelligence

From large, multi-national enterprises to small, local companies, today’s businesses run on core applications that either 

generate revenue or are used to manage operations or both.  Consequently, companies require a network design that 

enables applications to run smoothly and ensures the survival or continuance of their business in the event of a failure or a 

catastrophe. Such a design includes factoring in some level of system redundancy and diversity; this includes alternative 

data centers or off-site storage/replication facilities.  Latency is one of key components to understand, calculate and manage 

to ensure the required applications work effectively to support the business. 

Physical location is the primary factor in calculating network latency, as it would apply to any application demanding real-

time performance.  For example, if a company locates a primary or alternative critical network element in a remote location 

that has poor network connectivity options or is too far from their corporate core network, the application’s response time 

would ultimately be delayed by the connection.  This delay could impact the business as a whole, even hampering revenue

generation in some cases.

Figure 1: Visualization of CDN
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Speculations of profits associated with algo/HFT are as numerous as the dollars themselves.  It has been postulated that 

firms that employ these trading techniques made profits in excess of $20 billion in 2009.  In recent discussions with industry 

players, NEF has learned that a first place position in trading (lowest possible latency for a single financial instrument) is 

thought to be worth in excess of $20 million per month. It stands to reason that the amount of money spent by these firms to 

ensure their networks are streamlined and optimized is substantial.

This demand for reduced latency created new fiber pathways between financial hubs most notably Chicago to New York, 

Chicago to Washington DC and New York to Washington, DC.  While other low latency paths that have been created, 

the Chicago-NY-DC routes are the main networks that have been built or optimized to satisfy the push to create “zero” 

latency. These routes reflect the locations of the two largest financial areas within the United States, NY and Chicago.   The 

Washington, DC destination is used primarily for data associated with the algorithmic trading programs.

Fast or Slow – Content Delivery

Content Delivery Networks, also known as CDNs, are simply large, national or 

international, well-distributed networks that interconnect at the carrier hotels or data 

centers along the path. In simplest terms, these networks power much of the Internet. 

Think of all the applications like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, even on-line banking, etc.   

These sites are all using some kind of CDN to create the best delivery of services. When a 

user clicks on a web-page, quite a bit goes on in the background during the time it takes 

for the user to see the result of his or her click.  The CDNs are responsible for making 

sure the Internet experience is the best that it can be within the limits of both a network 

connection and a network’s capabilities.  

Latency in this instance is, simply, delay.  If a user has too much delay in a video, for example, the user would quickly 

become disenchanted with the video and move on to something else. The value in a well optimized, high performance CDN 

can be clearly seen in companies like Amazon or Google, where most transactions happen as fast as a user can click, with 

the only limiting factor being the connection speed to their services.  If a business requires content, video, and/or streams of 

data for its workforce, then the experience is only as good as the company’s connection to the networks that provide such 

quality content.

Real-time Data – Storage/Replication, Cloud or Intelligence

From large, multi-national enterprises to small, local companies, today’s businesses run on core applications that either 

generate revenue or are used to manage operations or both.  Consequently, companies require a network design that 

enables applications to run smoothly and ensures the survival or continuance of their business in the event of a failure or a 

catastrophe. Such a design includes factoring in some level of system redundancy and diversity; this includes alternative 

data centers or off-site storage/replication facilities.  Latency is one of key components to understand, calculate and manage 

to ensure the required applications work effectively to support the business. 

Physical location is the primary factor in calculating network latency, as it would apply to any application demanding real-

time performance.  For example, if a company locates a primary or alternative critical network element in a remote location 

that has poor network connectivity options or is too far from their corporate core network, the application’s response time 

would ultimately be delayed by the connection.  This delay could impact the business as a whole, even hampering revenue

generation in some cases.

Figure 1: Visualization of CDN
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Types of business applications that are latency-sensitive include the following:

• Storage/Replication

• Cloud	Computing

• Business	Intelligence

Storage/Replication applications or systems are designed for the specialty task of creating fault tolerance by replicating 

all critical and non-critical data or programs.  For example, if there were a failure in the system, even with an operational 

server that supported one component of a business process, the storage/replication application would allow for the system 

managers to restore the critical process in a very short timeframe.  

Obviously, latency could be a very important factor in such a restoration, as the business process would be stopped until 

such time as the restoration and reintegration was completed.   In the past, this restoration could take hours or even days.  In 

today’s network environment, these applications have reduced this kind of restoration to milliseconds in some cases.

Real-time business data must be stored and replicated as quickly as the network can allow.   

Cloud Computing applications are remotely hosted services that support an organization.   The “cloud” could be internal 

data-oriented systems or applications spread across multiple physical locations, or the “cloud” can refer to an external, 

managed service provided by companies like Amazon, Apple, Microsoft or Google. Typically, cloud computing is used to 

reduce costs of the programs themselves or the management of the infrastructure to support hundreds of users. 

An example of a cloud-based application can be illustrated with a 500 employee operation which runs document processing 

using remotely hosted applications like Word, Excel or PowerPoint.  The users simply use the programs as if they existed 

on their desktop computers, when in fact the programs and the documents are being stored or manipulated at the remote 

hosting facility.  Latency in the context of this cloud related example could be seen and measured in the delay to a user 

in opening an application or a document. This latency or delay has a cost to the individual and the organization and is an 

expense that companies are constantly attempting to reduce or eliminate to optimize productivity.

Business Intelligence (BI) applications are an umbrella of many different applications and their respective datasets which 

are used to provide insight and decision-making for the business.   BI networks have grown tremendously over the years, 

and more recently they have become real-time components of large businesses and revenue machines in their own right.   

Any application that operates based on real-time effectively demands an effort to reduce latency.  BI network designers have 

three areas of concern when it comes to latency:

• Data	latency	–	how	quickly	the	data	is	available	–	mostly	external	network	and	equipment	functions

• Analysis	latency	–	how	quickly	the	data	can	be	digested	–	mostly	internal	design	functions

• Action	latency	–		how	quickly	results	can	be	disseminated	–	both	internal	and	external	functions

If the network speed is too slow, the real-time intelligence tool quickly loses value, and the investment associated with the 

application becomes wasted. Latency is a key variable.
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Quality & Integrity of Information 
Because the information contained in this report and derived from the database is used to make decisions requiring 
significant capital investment, the accuracy of the information is critical. As such, NEF includes the following:

• Maps	and	data	from	nearly	every	alternative	access	carrier	and	data	center	provider	updated	quarterly	or 
at	least	once	per	year

•	 	Monthly	updates	to	the	lit	building	database

• Data	resolution	of	the	network	assets	or	data	center	down	to	street	level	…including	lit	building	connectivity, 
interconnect	points,	and	carrier	POPs	updated	by	the	carriers	themselves

• If	applicable,	budgetary	estimates

Background & Expertise on NEF 
For nearly a decade, NEF has delivered high capacity telecommunications and data center solutions ranging from concept/
design to installation and upgrades – and everything in between. NEF offers a unique solution suite aimed at addressing 
client needs at any stage of the infrastructure lifecycle. The expert consultants at NEF can provide insights on network and 
colocation planning while the team of experienced brokers on the NEF team can research, compare and negotiate among 
hundreds of provider options to optimize clients’ services and budgets.

While our legacy is in dark fiber, those custom private optical networks were just the start. In 2004, NEF began as a primary 

source for a Boston-area utility company’s dark fiber network and quickly grew into the trusted resource for any high 

capacity optical fiber network or colocation solution. NEF has designed and deployed telecom networks for organizations 

ranging from enterprises, educational institutions, healthcare networks, global financial services firms, and even data center 

operators and carriers.

Deep experience and expertise in bandwidth intensive networks enables NEF to present connectivity and data center 

solutions that serve initial requirements as well as an organization’s long-term best interests. We seek to understand what the 

needs and challenges are today and how communications needs might change in the future.  NEF leverages the following: 

• FiberLocator,	the	proprietary	centralized	searchable	database	of	network	assets,	commercial	buildings	and	data	centers

• More	than	100	combined	years	of	telecommunications	experience	yielding	an	aggregated	base	of	tribal	knowledge	and

relationships	that	simply	cannot	be	obtained	through	traditional	sources

• Both	depth	and	breadth	of	knowledge	accumulated	from	managing	projects	for	hundreds	of	clients	of	various	sizes,

in	differing	industries,	with	project	sizes	ranging	from	small	business	local	data	center	deployments	to	international

enterprise	network	infrastructure

• Knowledge	of	the	latest	equipment	and	platforms	to	fit	requirements	and	budget
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•	 	Monthly	updates	to	the	lit	building	database

• Data	resolution	of	the	network	assets	or	data	center	down	to	street	level	…including	lit	building	connectivity, 
interconnect	points,	and	carrier	POPs	updated	by	the	carriers	themselves

• If	applicable,	budgetary	estimates

Background & Expertise on NEF 
For nearly a decade, NEF has delivered high capacity telecommunications and data center solutions ranging from concept/
design to installation and upgrades – and everything in between. NEF offers a unique solution suite aimed at addressing 
client needs at any stage of the infrastructure lifecycle. The expert consultants at NEF can provide insights on network and 
colocation planning while the team of experienced brokers on the NEF team can research, compare and negotiate among 
hundreds of provider options to optimize clients’ services and budgets.

While our legacy is in dark fiber, those custom private optical networks were just the start. In 2004, NEF began as a primary 

source for a Boston-area utility company’s dark fiber network and quickly grew into the trusted resource for any high 

capacity optical fiber network or colocation solution. NEF has designed and deployed telecom networks for organizations 

ranging from enterprises, educational institutions, healthcare networks, global financial services firms, and even data center 

operators and carriers.

Deep experience and expertise in bandwidth intensive networks enables NEF to present connectivity and data center 

solutions that serve initial requirements as well as an organization’s long-term best interests. We seek to understand what the 

needs and challenges are today and how communications needs might change in the future.  NEF leverages the following: 

• FiberLocator,	the	proprietary	centralized	searchable	database	of	network	assets,	commercial	buildings	and	data	centers

• More	than	100	combined	years	of	telecommunications	experience	yielding	an	aggregated	base	of	tribal	knowledge	and

relationships	that	simply	cannot	be	obtained	through	traditional	sources

• Both	depth	and	breadth	of	knowledge	accumulated	from	managing	projects	for	hundreds	of	clients	of	various	sizes,

in	differing	industries,	with	project	sizes	ranging	from	small	business	local	data	center	deployments	to	international

enterprise	network	infrastructure

• Knowledge	of	the	latest	equipment	and	platforms	to	fit	requirements	and	budget
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Available Consulting Services
As enterprises demand more from their communications networks, NEF works as a trusted adviser to provide information 
and services to deliver performance and ROI.  Whatever the goals of an organization, NEF understands the need for robust, 
scalable and affordable networks. This report’s information provides insights and recommendations designed to do the 
following:

• Identify	location	options

• Address	scalability	requirements

• Optimize	telecom	budgets

• Maximize	efficiency,	including	low-latency	options

NEF utilizes its proprietary suite of database resources along with tribal knowledge and numerous industry relationships to 

add measured value to your search for connectivity. Having implemented thousands of network solutions over the past few 

decades, as well as helping organizations avoid costly builds in the wrong places, NEF leverages deep telecommunications 

experience to provide no-nonsense assessments and provider-neutral recommendations, including the following:

• Go/no-go	recommendations	on	feasibility	or	availability

• Report	on	available	providers

• Pricing	for	available	providers	(near-net	and	on-net)

• Online	reviews	of	options/solutions	in	FiberLocator

By employing its knowledge, reach and carrier-neutrality, NEF has created a report designed specifically to help 

organizations avoid costly mistakes in buying the wrong network from the wrong provider.  NEF works to ensure companies 

don’t invest in a building without knowing its network capabilities first. NEF’s deep and focused high cap and colo expertise, 

access to millions of fiber miles, and carrier-neutral mission enables trusted recommendations on the best, most feasible 

network solutions.  

Disclaimer
While the information contain in this report is based on information obtained from sources which are believed to be reliable, it 

has not all been independently verified by New England Fiber, Inc. (“NEF”), and NEF makes no representations or warranties, 

express or implied, that the information in this report is accurate, up-to-date, complete or fit for the purpose for which it is 

required, and NEF disclaims any liability for the use of this information.    To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither 

NEF nor any other affiliate of NEF will be liable to any party in contract, tort (including for negligence) or otherwise for any 

loss or damage, including but not limited to incidental, consequential, indirect or punitive damages arising either directly or 

indirectly as a result of reliance on, or use of this report.  This report may contain third party information and references to 

third parties.  Such third party information does not necessarily represent the opinion of NEF and links to third-party sites are 

provided for convenience only.  NEF does not express any opinion on the content of such third party information or sites and 

expressly disclaims any liability for all third party information and the use of it.
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INFORMATION  BRIEFING 
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE DATA CENTER TAX REFUND CLAIM 

 
 

OVERVIEW 
 
An owner of a qualified data center may claim a refund of sales or use tax paid on enterprise information 
technology equipment and computer software used in the qualified data center.    
 
Enterprise information technology equipment means computers and equipment supporting computing, 
networking, or data storage, including servers and routers.  It includes, but is not limited to: temperature control 
systems and infrastructure, power infrastructure, racking systems, cabling, and trays, which are necessary for the 
maintenance and operation of the qualified data center. 
 
If the qualified data center houses enterprise information technology equipment and software owned by different 
persons, the owners must file separate claims for the tax paid on the equipment and software they own.   
  
 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 
A qualified data center means a facility comprised of one or more buildings, consisting in aggregate of at least 
30,000 square feet, where the total cost of construction or refurbishment, investment in enterprise 
information technology equipment and computer software is at least $50,000,000 within a 24 month 
period.  The facility must include the following characteristics: 
 
 

  

 

   

Uninterruptible 
power supplies, 

generator backup 
power, or both 

Sophisticated fire 
suppression and 

prevention 
systems 

Enhanced security 

  
 

TIMEFRAME 
 

1. Eligible purchases must be made after June 30, 2012.  

2. Claims for refund of tax paid must be made after June 30, 2013 and within 20 years of its 
first eligible purchase or June 30, 2042, whichever is earlier. 

AppendiX vi 
 

DAtA center tAx refunD clAims form
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REQUIRED INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
 

Project Information (if first claim):

o Project description
o Copies of all realty construction/improvement contracts 

involved, including all related addendums, attachments 
and/or schedules

o Map of project site with total project square footage
o Description of any office space, meeting space and 

mechanical facilities included in project square footage
o Planned construction or refurbishment cost summary
o Planned enterprise information technology equipment and 

computer software cost summary
o Date of first purchase of tech equipment
o Date of first capital purchase or construction or tech 

equipment

Schedule:

o Invoice number and date
o Vendor name
o Description of items purchased
o Detailed description of how equipment is used
o Purchase price and tax paid
o Whether sales or use tax was paid
o The date the tax was paid

 

If first claim is after 2-year period:

o Construction and refurbishment cost summary 
o Enterprise information technology  equipment cost 

summary 
 
(Total of both must be greater than $50,000) 

 
 

For more information or questions, please contact Gene Goddard at GREATER MSP 
Email: gene.goddard@greatermsp.org  | Direct: 651-287-1366 | Cell: 651-247-7392 
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AreA events & AttrActions
American Birkebeiner cross-country Ski race
http://www.birkie.com/
the race known today as the American birkebeiner began in 1973 as the dream of the late tony Wise. thirty-four men and 
one lone woman were on the starting line clad in woolen sweaters and knickers for the 50-kilometer race from the lumber-
jack bowl in hayward to telemark lodge in cable, Wisconsin. nineteen more women and juniors would ski a shorter race 
from “oo” to telemark. few knew they were going to make history. there were no u.s. ski team members or foreign skiers, 
just a handful of enthusiasts from a couple of midwestern states, out to try something new. many of the entrants were 
on cross-country skis for the first season - some for the first time. today, over 11,000 skiers of all ages and abilities and 
20,000 spectators from around the world gather every february in the cable-hayward, Wisconsin area to celebrate “the 

birkie”, a race which has become a legend in the cross-country ski world.

Amsoil Arena
http://decc.org/amsoil-arena/index.html
through many years of planning and working closely with partners at umD, the Amsoil Arena provides new opportunities 
to enjoy sporting events, major entertainers, more conventions, larger trade shows, and other events. the new arena seats 
6,600 for men’s and women’s hockey and  more than 8,500 for concerts.

Apostles islands national lakeshore
http://www.nps.gov/apis/index.htm
Along windswept beaches and cliffs, visitors experience where water meets land and sky, culture meets culture, and past 
meets present. the 21 islands and 12 miles of mainland host a unique blend of cultural and natural resources.  lighthouses 
shine over lake superior and the new wilderness areas. visitors can hike, paddle, sail, or cruise to experience these 
Jewels of lake superior.
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Bayfront Blues Festival
http://www.bayfrontblues.com 
since 1989, the bayfront blues festival has featured more than 300 bands at bayfront Park in Duluth’s  beautiful down-
town waterfront district. this three-day event attracts thousands of visitors and blues music enthusiasts from across the 
nation, with acts like blues traveler, los lobos, taj mahal, Kenny Wayne shepherd, Wilson Pickett and more.

Big top chautauqua 
http://bigtop.org/
lake superior big top chautauqua (sha-ta-qwa) is a year round non profit performing arts organization with a rich history. 
We operate an intimate 900-seat, all-canvas, state-of-the-art tent theater, producing and presenting a fifty-plus night 
summer season of concerts, plays, lectures, and a highly acclaimed professional local troupe which performs original multi-
media musicals in the tent and on tour.

Boundary Waters canoe Area Wilderness 
http://www.bwca.com/
Great glaciers carved the physical features of what is today known as the boundary Waters canoe Area Wilderness 
(bWcA) by scraping and gouging rock. the glaciers left behind rugged cliffs and crags, canyons, gentle hills, towering rock 
formations, rocky shores, sandy beaches and several thousand lakes and streams, interspersed with islands and surround-
ed by forest. Approximately 1.3 million acres in size, the area extends nearly 150 miles along the international boundary 
adjacent to canada’s Quetico Provincial Park and bordered on the west by voyageurs national Park. the bWcA contains 
over 1200 miles of canoe routes, 15 hiking trails and approximately 2000 designated campsites.

bayfront Park
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canal Park Business district
http://www.canalparkduluth.com 
the historic canal Park business District once served as a warehouse district and manufacturing hub, but has since been 
revitalized as the epicenter of dining, shopping and recreational opportunities in the city of Duluth. some of canal Park’s 
attractions include a three-mile long lakewalk, the Great lakes Aquarium, the William A irvin floating ship museum, numer-
ous shops and restaurants and miles upon miles of beautiful sandy beaches.

duluth Entertainment convention center
http://www.decc.org 
the Duluth entertainment convention center (Decc) provides the ideal setting for meetings and conventions. Panoramic 
views of lake superior and the Aerial lift bridge are a spectacular backdrop for the Decc’s two ballrooms, 30 meeting rooms 
and 100,000 square feet of exhibit space. the Duluth entertainment convention center is designed to suit every group and is 
barrier-free in compliance with the ADA.
 

duluth Marcus cinema & ultrascreen
http://www.marcustheatres.com/Theatre/TheatreDetail/172/
the marcus Duluth cinema is your premiere entertainment destination featuring 10 state-of-the-art auditoriums. located on 
the waterfront near the Decc, the marcus Duluth cinema & ultrascreen provides an experience that transforms the viewer’s 
surroundings from theatre to jungle, as the comfortable, reclining seats give way to a 65 foot wide, 3 story tall seat-of-your-
pants excitement and adventure. visitors become totally involved in the action that surrounds them on the screen overhead 
while a state-of-the-art, multi-channel sound system adds to the experience.

duluth-Superior Excursions
http://www.vistafleet.com 
harbor cruises are one of the region’s premier attractions. visitors can enjoy the wonders of lake superior and the popular 
sights of the Duluth-superior international harbor. fully narrated sightseeing cruises are scheduled daily from may-oct. 
During the cruise, your boat will pass under the famous Aerial lift bridge and out into lake superior. the tour then explores 
the harbor for a closer view of busy grain elevators, lake freighters and saltwater ships from around the world. Dinner and 
luncheon cruises are also available.

canal Park, Duluth, mn
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Glensheen Historic Estate
http://www.glensheen.org 
the historic congdon mansion is one of Duluth’s premier estates, with over 7 acres located directly on the shore of lake 
superior. Glensheen features a 39-room Jacobean style mansion complete with custom designed original furnishings. the 
beautifully manicured grounds include formal gardens, carriage house with carriage collection, gardener’s cottage, clay 
tennis courts and more. completed in 1908, Glensheen is listed on the national register of historic Places.

Grandma’s Marathon
http://www.grandmasmarathon.com 
Grandma’s marathon is a point-to-point course run along the beautiful north shore of lake superior. the 26.2-mile stretch 
begins on scenic old highway 61, just outside two harbors, minnesota and finishes in Duluth’s canal Park. enthusiastic 
volunteers, spectators and live entertainers line the streets to cheer runners on as they stride to the finish line.  Grandma’s 
marathon began in 1977 when a group of local runners planned a scenic road race from two harbors to Duluth, minnesota. 
there were just 150 participants that year, but today, Grandma’s marathon is now a world-ranked race drawing more than 
9,000 participants from across the globe each June.    

Great lakes Aquarium
http://www.glaquarium.org 
visitors can explore the magic of lake superior as otters scamper under waterfalls, gigantic sturgeon lurk in the two-story 
aquarium and large lake trout navigate their freshwater habitat, while a bald eagle presides over everything. With more than 
120,000 gallons of freshwater displays, the aquarium provides an opportunity to dive into the history, culture, and majesty 
of lake superior, while daily programs and dive shows highlight some of the 70 species of freshwater fish, birds, amphibians, 
reptiles and mammals that are found in and around the Great lakes. 

 

Glensheen historic estate
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Great lakes Floating Maritime Museum
http://www.duluthfloatingmuseum.com 
the William A. irvin was the proud flagship of the u.s. steel’s Great lakes fleet. in her working life the William A irvin carried 
more than just millions of tons of rich, red iron ore; she transported dignitaries, the elite and the powerful of the day in 
her magnificently appointed, wood-paneled staterooms. now a floating museum, the boat is permanently docked along the 
Duluth waterfront.

Heritage Sports center
http://www.duluthheritagesportscenter.com 
set to open in the spring of 2010, the heritage sports center will be the cornerstone of the heritage village Development 
at the historic clyde iron property. With great accessibility from i-35 and all of Duluth’s neighborhoods, the village is sure to 
become a strong destination point for youth sports and private business development.
 

John Beargrease Sled dog Marathon
http://www.beargrease.com/ 
At almost 400 miles, the John beargrease sled Dog marathon is the longest sled dog race in the lower 48 of the united 
states.  As an unofficial warm-up for the iditarod in Alaska, the beargrease sled Dog marathon sends teams of sled dogs 
up the north shore of lake superior, on a historic wooded trail between Duluth and the canadian border. crowds gather 
each year at ordean middle school on Duluth’s east side, to pet the dogs and watch them take off on this exciting race - an 
experience that ius truly unique in the lower 48.

lake Superior Hiking trail
http://www.shta.org/ 
the superior hiking trail (sht) is a 205-mile long footpath that follows the rocky ridgeline above lake superior in northeast 
minnesota from two harbors to the canadian border. there are an additional 39 miles of trail through the city of Duluth 
from Jay cooke state to martin road. the sht has trail heads with parking lots every 5-10 miles making it ideal for both day 
hikes and backpacking. the trail has 81 backcountry campsites. there are no fees, reservations, or permits required to hike 
or backpack on the trail.  the superior hiking trail is built and maintained by the superior hiking trail Association (shtA). 
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lake Superior Maritime Visitor center
http://www.lsmma.com 
canal Park’s marine museum draws more visitors than any other museum on lake superior. film shows, model ships and 
exhibits feature the commercial shipping of lake superior and the Duluth-superior harbor. in the surrounding area, visitors 
can get within yards of the giant lake carriers and international ships that pass under the world-famous Aerial lift bridge. sit 
back and enjoy the beautiful gulls, or walk along the canal’s piers and explore its various lighthouses; either way, you’re sure 
to enjoy the captivating sights of the canal Park area. 

lake Superior railroad Museum
the Depot, downtown Duluth
http://www.lsrm.org 
climb up into the cab of one of the world’s largest steam locomotives and take the throttle of the huge yellowstone class 
mallet. take in the view from the cupola of a wooden caboose. imagine what it was like to dine on the rails as you marvel at 
the one-of-a-kind dining car china and table settings, which are displayed in a restored, turn-of-the-century coach. learn 
more about the history of railroading in minnesota as you view the “William A. crooks,” the state’s first steam engine, and 
explore the inside of the oldest known steam rotary snowplow still in existence.

 lake Superior Zoo
http://www.lszoo.org 
looking for wild family fun? see hundreds of animals from around the world at the lake superior Zoo!  the animal inhabitants 
are many and varied and include:  siberian tigers, African lions, polar bears, snow leopards, Alaskan grizzly & Kodiak bears, 
kangaroos, harbor seals, cougars, bats, colobus monkeys, cotton-topped tamarins, and ring-tailed lemurs. Just 10 minutes 
from downtown Duluth, the zoo is located at the base of West Duluth’s spirit mountain, in fairmont Park. the lake superior 
Zoo is the only minnesota zoo outside of the twin cities metro area.

the Depot, downtown Duluth
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Mount Ashwabay Ski and recreation Area
http://www.mtashwabay.org/
the Ashwabay outdoor educational foundation, llc (Aoef) was established in 
2002 to develop, foster and encourage outdoor winter sports, such as Alpine and 
nordic skiing and snowboarding. the foundation wants to create opportunities 
for citizens to participate in and contribute to the outdoor culture of the region. 
With mt. Ashwabay ski and recreational Area as the base for activities, the 
foundation has an outstanding venue for healthful recreation that enhances 
physical fitness. As a family-oriented, community-based organization, the 
foundation promotes high standards of fair play and sportsmanship.

north Shore inline Marathon
http://www.northshoreinline.com 
following the same scenic course Grandma’s marathoners have run along for the past 30 years, nearly 4,000 inline skaters 
test their endurance each fall in the north shore inline marathon.  As one of the country’s most scenic and exciting inline 
skating events along, this 26.2 mile marathon begins just south of two harbors and continues along scenic hwy 61, rolling 
through the i-35 tunnels, and finishing at the Duluth entertainment convention center (Decc).

north Shore Scenic railroad
http://www.northshorescenicrailroad.org 
the conductor checks your ticket and calls out “All Aboard!” then, with a short blast of the whistle, the adventure begins! the 
train pulls out of the historic union Depot in downtown Duluth and rumbles through the city, along the rugged shoreline of 
lake superior, and deep into the majestic northwoods. While riding in vintage coaches, you’ll cross tall trestles over rivers 
that race down towards lake superior. All tours are fully narrated and lots of fun!

richard i. Bong World War ii Heritage center
305 harbor view Parkway, superior, Wi 
http://www.bongheritagecenter.org 
the richard i. bong World War ii heritage center is a testament to the courage of a man and a nation. from the moment 
visitors walk through its doors, they travel back to a time when ordinary people became extraordinary heroes. learn 
more about the global forces that pulled our country into war. relive life on the home front. And above all, immerse 
yourself in the life of America’s greatest fighter pilot, richard i. bong. exhibits include “marge,” a fully restored 
P-38 lighting WWii fighter aircraft, along with educational video theaters, flight simulators and an overview of the 
“homefront” contribution to winning the war.

Spirit Mountain
http://www.spiritmt.com 
looking for some of the best skiing this side of the rockies? With over 175 acres, 22 runs, a big Air terrain Park with super-
Pipe, 22 km of cross-country ski trails, and the best snow making and grooming equipment available, spirit mountain is 
designed to please everyone with some of the steepest vertical inclines in the midwest.
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www.PositivelyMinnesota.com

The Best Location for your New Data Center

Minnesota is the Right Choice for Data Centers.

CONTACT: Jim.Gromberg@state.mn.us • 651-259-7432 • 800-657-3858 • TTY/TDD: 651-296-3900
332 Minnesota Street, Suite E200 •Saint Paul, MN 55101-1351

New Tax Incentives 
It’s more attractive than ever to build data and network 
operation centers in Minnesota. Qualifying projects 
receive sales tax exemptions for 20 years on

 Computers and servers

 Cooling and energy equipment

 Energy use

 Software

And pay no personal property tax – ever.

Companies that build data or network operation 
centers of at least 30,000 square feet and invest $50 
million in the first two years qualify for the tax break. 

Distinct Operation Advantages
 Cooler climate reduces cooling costs for equipment
 Low risk for earthquakes and other natural disasters
 Robust fiber optic network
 Low-cost, abundant water supply
 Cost-Competitive Energy Sources 
 Co-location opportunities
 Proximity to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, 
named a best airport in North America.

 Reliable local and national telecommunication 
providers 

Top Talent 
Our workforce has more than 87,000 workers in 
computer and information systems. And an abundance 
of new computer and information science degrees are 
awarded each year.   

The Right Incentives + The Right Locations + The Right Workforce = Minnesota

Come see what Fortune 500 companies and industry leaders like Unisys, United Health Group, 
Thomson Reuters and Target already know: 

nE MinnESotA & nW WiSconSin
Your Portal to SucceSS and ProfItabIlItY.  
• cool climate, insulated from natural disasters

• Progressive fiber and telecommunications infrastructure

• cost-competitive, reliable electric power

• Exceptional education and customized training resources 

•  Attractive community for creative professionals

•  intelligent, loyal and productive workforce

• Fully-equipped international airport

• competitively-priced real estate and site options

• unparalleled quality-of-life in a vibrant, creative region

Position your next data center on the 
competitive edge of the Great lakes; let 
APEx help to ensure the long-term success 
of your business!

Experience the region first hand.
come as our guest. Spend a weekend.
Visit with business and community leaders. 
Get to know the local people and culture. 
Establish or expand your business. 
grow it here, with us!

eXperienCe 
the northLAnd

APEx
306 West Superior Street, Suite 902 
duluth, Minnesota 55802

 tF  877.431.3880
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